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SDSU Journal of Undergraduate Research 
(Next deadline for submission: June 1, 2009) 
MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION
This section is intended to provide you with some guidance regarding the final
structure and format your research manuscript should possess to warrant
publication in the SDSU Journal of Undergraduate Research. Student authors
wishing to have their work published in the Journal are advised to follow these
guidelines as closely as possible, as manuscripts submitted to the Journal that
are not of high quality in content and format may be rejected by the editor. The
Journal editor understands that research products and manuscripts from
different disciplines may take on quite different forms. As such, if these
guidelines do not adequately answer your questions, simply follow the format
and guidelines utilized by a major scholarly journal in your field of study.
Professional journal articles in your field of study are a guideline for manuscript
length. (When in doubt, article conciseness is important.) Your faculty mentor
should be able to advise you in this regard.
All manuscripts must be submitted by your faculty mentor to the Journal of
Undergraduate Research, Administration Building, Room 130. E-mail electronic
versions to Linda.Winkler@sdstate.edu by June 1, 2009. Manuscripts submitted
by students will not be accepted for publication.
TECHNICAL GUIDELINES
Your Journal manuscript must be submitted both in hard copy (printed) form
AND electronic format (via e-mail).
1. HARD COPY SUBMISSION Use Microsoft Word® to prepare, print and
submit your manuscript with all graphics, figures and captions in place,
exactly as you would like to see them appear in the final Journal article.
Every effort will be made to reproduce your manuscript in a form most
closely resembling your hard copy, however, slight variations may occur in
converting your files to those used by the publisher. Your careful
adherence to the information in the next few paragraphs will ensure
that your manuscript is reproduced with minimal errors.
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2. ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION Submit your Microsoft Word® file and all
graphic and photo files as attachments to the Journal e-mail address.
Sending one e-mail message with multiple attachments is preferred over
several separate e-mails. Manuscripts with special characters and/or
symbols must also be provided in a pdf file of the highest-possible
resolution with the fonts embedded.
All graphics (artwork, photos, graphs) must be submitted as separate
files, saved in EPS, TIF or JPG format with a resolution of no less than 
300 dpi (dots per inch) for optimum quality reproduction. For manuscripts
containing equations, the equations must be built as editable equations. 
The graphics will be inserted into the positions within your article as you’ve
specified on the hard copy. Microsoft Publisher files cannot be translated
and, therefore, will not be accepted. 
By default, the Journal will be reproduced in black and white. Color printing is
available, at the expense of the author, for those who have graphics they would
like to portray in color. Cost of color printing is approximately $50 per page.
If you have further questions about submission, or if additional questions 
about content and format arise, please do not hesitate to contact the Journal
editor, George Langelett, Economics Department, 688-4865 or
George.Langelett@sdstate.edu.
MANUSCRIPT REVIEW 
After your manuscript has been submitted to the SDSU Journal of Undergraduate
Research, it will be reviewed by the editorial staff, and, if deemed acceptable for
publication, converted into a “publication-ready” format (proof). A hard copy of the
manuscript proof will then be returned to your faculty mentor by July 1 for final
review. At that time, it will be your mentor’s responsibility to make any final changes
to the document and return it to the editors by the noted deadline (July 15).
It is imperative that all proofs be returned to the Journal staff in a timely manner
so that any final changes can be incorporated before the volume goes to press.
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FINAL PRODUCT 
The final form of your paper will depend greatly on the nature of your topic and
certain publishing conventions that may exist within your discipline. It is expected
that the faculty advisor for each project will provide substantial guidance in this
matter. An excellent general resource providing details of the content, style and
organization of a typical journal article is the Publication Manual of the American
Psychological Association, which is accepted as a definitive source in many
disciplines. While the emphasis there is on empirical research reports (based
upon original research and data collection), other types of papers are also
described (review articles, theoretical articles), and an appendix: “Material Other
Than Journal Articles,” may be useful. 
Your discipline may have its own publication style preferences, and you should
explore this matter with your faculty advisor. For most all disciplines, however,
articles should follow a standard format and begin with a descriptive title, the
name of the author(s), the name(s) of the faculty advisor(s) and an abstract
describing in brief the purpose, methodology and findings or conclusions of the
project (see below). Manuscripts describing empirical research will typically be
organized into further subsections, labeled: Introduction, Method, Results,
Discussion, (or variations on those subheadings), along with a complete list of
References. 
The rest of these guidelines are intended to provide you with a sense of the
appearance and content of a typical final research report, as it should appear in
the SDSU JUR. Beginning with “Title of Your Article” below, the remainder of this
document is written in the SDSU JUR style. Please note font sizes, format and
section content, and use this example to guide you. 
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*** Sample Format *** 
Title Of Your Article 
Author(s): Your Name, Your Partner’s Name(s) 
Faculty Sponsor: Faculty Mentor’s Name 
Department: Economics 
ABSTRACT 
This will be a brief statement of what was done in your research, along with your
principal results and conclusions. Only the most important facts should be related
here, in nonindented paragraph form. Offset the abstract by using margins that
are indented 0.5” on each side relative to the body of your manuscript. You may
list key words to aid in online computer-search applications, if that is appropriate.
For example, Keywords: undergraduate research, manuscript, submission,
guidelines.
INTRODUCTION 
This is the first formal section of a research report. This and the sections to follow
should be single-spaced and laser-printed on only one side of the paper (8.5” x
11”). Early in this section, provide a general description of the research problem
or activity. Attempt to identify and define whatever terms your reader will need to
understand your project. The remaining paragraphs are often used to summarize
relevant findings from previously completed research. Always be sure to cite your
sources. Sarbin and Coe (1969) state that “in preparing a . . . report, the student
must pay careful attention to the problems of documentation.” In these examples
of citations, “the documentation is contained in the parentheses . . .” (Sarbin and
Coe, 1969). To find the remaining information, the reader examines the reference
list at the end of the paper. This citation style is sometimes called “scientific
notation.” Other citation styles may be more appropriate to your own disciplines.
Be sure to be consistent and to discuss this with your faculty advisor. Ultimately,
you should use a citation style that is commonly accepted within your discipline. 
The last portion of an introduction is often used to state the specific expected
outcomes of the project; sometimes this appears as one or more formal testable
hypotheses. 
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METHODS 
The content of this subsection may vary greatly, depending upon the nature of
the research project. You should refer to publication manuals or published
research for information specific to your type of project. Sometimes this
subsection is labeled “Materials and Method.” Figures (see below) are often used
to clarify and explain important details. In general you should use this subsection
to explain to your reader, in as clear a way as possible, what you did, in the order
that you did it. In an empirical research report, you should try to provide enough
detail that another researcher could essentially duplicate your study without
referring excessively to other sources. 
RESULTS 
This should be a clear description of any data (or other material) generated as a
result of your research. It must start out as a written description, but this
subsection is often supplemented with FIGURES and TABLES, or PLATES, or
other types of graphic images. These are never sufficient by themselves. Figures
and Tables should not appear in your paper until after they’ve been mentioned or
referred to in the written portion of this section. They should appear as soon as is
reasonable after such mention, either on the same page, or on the next page
(see Figure 1, and Table 1). Notice, in particular, that in most scientific papers, the
number and title of a Table appear above the data being described, but the
number and title of a Figure appear below the data. Any units of measure must
appear either in the title, or independently in the column or row headings. A table
is useless unless the reader can understand exactly what is represented.
Graphic materials, properly labeled, should be included IN THE BODY of
your paper, not grouped at the end. (See the above section labeled
“Submission” for further details.) 
The Results section is also the place to include any statistical interpretation of the
data, if such exists. Be sure to point out any important features of your findings,
but AVOID to the extent possible, any THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION unless
you are combining this with the next section (DISCUSSION or CONCLUSIONS).
DISCUSSION (AND/OR CONCLUSIONS) 
This section is sometimes combined with the previous RESULTS section,
especially when that permits a more efficient presentation. Your “Discussion”
should include any theoretical interpretation of your data, including, when
appropriate to your topic, the following: (1) WHETHER your results support any
specific hypothesis or hypotheses you may have stated in your introduction; (2)
HOW your results compare with the results in your cited research sources; and
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(3) WHAT theories or explanations seem to best explain or account for the results
that you are describing. 
Again, be sure to cite (Sarbin and Coe, 1969) the sources for theoretical ideas
and explanations provided by other writers or sources. Also, address whether
there any practical applications for the results or methods used in your research. 
LIMITATIONS 
It is often useful, particularly in undergraduate research, to provide a summary of
the limitations of the research from methodological, theoretical or other points of
view to provide perspective and to serve as a possible basis for improvements in
future projects. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Feel free to use this section to BRIEFLY acknowledge any and all who helped
you bring your project through to fruition. You may also thank any funding sources
if appropriate. 
REFERENCES 
Provide a complete list of all cited materials in a format that is consistent with
publications in your area of study. 
APPENDIX 
This section is optional and generally unnecessary. In some cases, it may be
included to provide a more complete description of materials used. The editor of
the SDSU Journal of Undergraduate Research would prefer that no appendices
be used. However, if absolutely necessary, the number of pages in an appendix
should be kept to an absolute minimum! 
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INFLUENCE OF AEROBIC EXERCISE ON STATE ANXIETY 1
The Influence of Aerobic Exercise 
on State Anxiety in College Students
Authors: Emily Carruth, Nadine Taylor
Faculty Sponsor: Debra Spear
Department: Psychology
ABSTRACT
Many college students have feelings of state anxiety, a temporary emotional response
that is described by subjective, perceived feelings of concern, stress, and apprehension. The
present study measured state anxiety across participants separated into a control and
experimental group, which performed an exercise routine. Participants were also designated
as regular or non-exercisers. Individuals in the experimental group and those who do not
normally exercise were predicted to show larger decreases in state anxiety. All participants
completed the Beck Anxiety Inventory, Beck Depression Inventory, and Zung Self-rating
Anxiety Scale at three separate sessions over a two-week time span. Results showed no
significant effect of group placement, amount of exercise in everyday life, or in the
interaction of these variables. 
THE INFLUENCE OF AEROBIC EXERCISE ON STATE 
ANXIETY IN COLLEGE STUDENTS
Anxiety affects the lives of many college-aged students, and its influence is often
exacerbated during the academic year. Finding preventive measures or mitigating anxiety
can be difficult for college students, and the option of seeking professional help is not
always available or realistic. State anxiety, the focus of the present study, is the temporary
experience of emotional arousal when encountering situations or demands subjectively
interpreted as threatening or dangerous (Schlicht, 1994; Schwarzer, 1997). Many
individuals face difficulties with state anxiety from constantly encountering stressful
demands and new situations that could be viewed as psychologically menacing
(Bartholomew & Linder, 1998). State anxiety tends to increase when individuals are
placed in stressful situations such as studying, memorizing large portions of content in
small periods of time, grade competition, and rigorous examination periods (Misra &
McKean, 2000). In association with feelings of state anxiety, individuals often experience
feelings of depression, desperation, and suicidal thoughts (Taliaferro, Rienzo, Pigg, Miller
& Dodd, 2009). In order to combat state anxiety and other negative mood states, several
studies explored exercise as a technique for improving emotional welfare.
Research into this method specifically focuses on aerobic exercise as the physical
training regime that is most effective in combating state anxiety, due to the universal
acceptance of aerobic exercise as a positive mediator of physiological and mental health
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(Schlicht, 1994). Kim and Kim (2007) found aerobic and non-aerobic exercise each altered
sensations of anxiety. Participants were separated into four groups, two of which performed
aerobic exercise while the other two participated in non-aerobic, body conditioning
exercises. The individuals who took part in a single 40-minute aerobic routine reported
increased feelings of positive well-being and decreased psychological stress, with no
change in anxiety found within the non-aerobic group. Compared with aerobic exercise,
non-aerobic activities commonly resulted in no difference, or even small increases, in state
anxiety (Bartholomew & Linder, 1998). Kim and Kim (2007) specified that non-aerobic
routines are not as effective at altering state anxiety because individuals experience
boredom and are not stimulated by the activity enough to distract themselves from their
negative moods. 
Several proposed explanations exist as to why aerobic exercise is an optimal
technique for reducing state anxiety. Though the present study did not attempt to support
any of these explanations, which are at times contradictory, they are important to
understanding why aerobic exercise may be effective. One hypothesis presumed exercise
improves anxious states because it distracts an individual from stressful or anxiety-
provoking stimuli (Bartholomew & Linder, 1998). Petruzzello et al. (1991) proposed this
distraction mechanism gives individuals a time out from the stressful demands occurring
in daily life. A meta-analysis by Long and van Stavel (1995) supported this prediction,
finding that adults with stressful lifestyles benefitted more from aerobic exercise training.
This study determined that exercise distracted individuals from problems because it
regulates emotional and physiological reactions to threatening stimuli during and immediately
after working out. Long and van Stavel discussed the long-term effects of exercising,
which included increases in self-esteem, physical stamina, and positive body image. These
lasting effects promoted the regular use of exercise as a mediator for anxiety, whereas brief
bouts of aerobic exercise may not have an extensive influence on state anxiety.
Berger and Motl (2000) also indicated that aerobic exercise decreased feelings of
state anxiety. This study concluded that exercise was conducive to anxiety reduction
because it incorporates repetitive movements, did not involve competition with others, was
a predictable activity and required a steady, relaxed breathing pattern. The repetitiveness
and rhythm associated with aerobic exercise lessen anxiety because these movements do
not require excessive attention. Berger and Motl suggested that the lack of competition in
aerobic exercise improved mood by letting the individual participate for enjoyment of the
activity, leading to positive outcomes and less self-criticism.
Berger and Motl stated that another mediating function of exercise on state anxiety is
that aerobic routines are predictable. While running or jogging, for example, individuals
do not run high risks of encountering unanticipated situations and are able to tune out the
surrounding environment. The final mechanism of aerobic exercise focused on the use of
rhythmic breathing during workouts. Berger and Motl compared breathing patterns while
exercising to similar breathing during such relaxation techniques as meditation and yoga.
Results indicated that steady breathing is a key component in reducing stress. 
The mediators discussed by Berger and Motl also support findings that aerobic
exercise was as effective as several other anxiety-reducing techniques. Petruzzello et al.
(1991) proposed that exercise reduced several physiological elements of anxiety, such as
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muscle tension and rapid heart rate, more effectively than some anti-anxiety medications.
This meta-analysis also showed no differences in anxiety reduction from exercise compared
to other successful interventions, including the commonly used methods of mediation and
quiet rest. Overall, “improved self-concept, feelings of self-efficacy, enjoyment, expectancy
of psychological benefits [ . . . ] and an increased sense of control,” (Berger & Motl, 2000,
p. 84) have all been identified as mood enhancements promoted by aerobic exercise. 
Self-paced routines were another component of aerobic exercise that resulted in
decreased state anxiety. Raglin and Morgan (1987) compared participants in a quiet rest
condition to those who took part in a 40-minute aerobic exercise routine. These researchers
arranged the exercise routine to allow individuals to choose their intensity and the type of
aerobic activity. Participants had the opportunity to self-pace their exercise to make the
experiment more translatable to real life workout routines. Allowing individuals to choose
the intensity at which they exercised increased external validity and made participation in
this research more natural and comfortable. Participants in this study showed substantially
decreased state anxiety after the self-paced exercise routine. Not permitting participants to
self-pace could cause negative effects on the outcome of an experiment by making
individuals nervous about the level at which they must perform (Szabo, 2003). This
procedure could actually make participants more anxious if they felt they might not be
able to complete the requested activity based on their level of physical fitness. 
The classification of individuals based on their exercise habits was a final essential
factor in determining differences in state anxiety. Participants in the present study were
identified as regular or non-exercisers based on the amount of time they spent exercising
in a given week. Regular exercisers were individuals who exercised at least three to four
times a week, for at least 30 minutes at a time. Taliaferro et al. (2008) categorized
participants in a similar manner in their study, and distinguished non-exercisers as those
who engaged in exercise at most once a week or never. They examined feelings of
hopelessness and desperation, common affiliates of anxiety, and found that regular
exercisers decreased these emotions more than non-exercisers. Kleine (1994) also found
that regular exercisers benefitted more than those who did not normally exercise in their
study of mood states and anxiety related to school stressors. 
The present study predicted that non-exercisers would experience larger reductions in
state anxiety based on results from Bahrke and Morgan (1978). These researchers found
that after exercising, state anxiety decreased most in individuals distinguished as having high
anxiety. Bahrke and Morgan also found that there was virtually no change in responses of
those identified as having low levels of state anxiety. The current study anticipated that
individuals who regularly exercise would have these small amounts of anxiety present
from the beginning of the research, and so would experience little change in their feelings
due to the study’s intervention. Individuals who did not regularly exercise, however, were
assumed to have higher initial levels of anxiety. This would cause them to show larger
reductions in their subjective sensations of state anxiety by the end of the experiment.
The present study aimed to determine the effects of aerobic exercise on state anxiety.
Based on the results of past research, individuals in the experimental group, who
performed the exercise routine, were expected to have lower scores on questionnaires
related to state anxiety by the end of the study than those in the control group, who
INFLUENCE OF AEROBIC EXERCISE ON STATE ANXIETY 3
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performed no exercise. The present study also hypothesized that non-exercisers would
show larger decreases in state anxiety compared to regular exercisers. Finally, regular
exercisers were predicted to show lower initial scores of anxiety than non-exercisers.
Determining if this is an efficient method would also further build a foundation for using
aerobic exercise to improve mood states in vulnerable populations who show severe,
untreated symptoms of state anxiety or samples diagnosed with various anxiety disorders.
METHOD
Participants
A total of 25 students (7 men and 18 women) took part in the experiment after
providing their informed consent. All students were enrolled in undergraduate studies at
South Dakota State University. The control group contained 11 participants and the
experimental group contained 14 participants. During the pre-questionnaire, 11 participants
met the classification of exercisers, and 14 participants met the classification of non-
exercisers, individuals having little to no regular exercise pattern. The participants’
compensation was coupons to the University Bookstore, as well as entry into a raffle
drawing for the chance to win one of four grand prizes. Ethical guidelines, as designated by
the APA, were followed in conducting the present study, and the South Dakota State
University Institutional Review Board approved this experiment.
Materials
The current study used the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) (Beck, 1990) and the Zung
Self-rating Survey (SAS) (Zung, 1971), to measure participant’s anxiety levels. The BAI is a
commonly used test that consists of a 21-item self-report inventory (Beck, 1990). The 21-
items represent different anxiety symptoms that participants rate on a 4-point Likert scale,
with choices ranging from “not at all” to “severely; I could barely stand it.” The BAI has a
high internal consistency (α ranging from .85 to .94) and test-retest reliability (r = .75)
(Dowd, 1998; Waller, 1998). 
The SAS is a 20-question self-rating anxiety scale that asks participants if they feel a
symptom “none or a little of the time, some of the time, good part of the time, or most or all
of the time” (Zung, 1971). Each question on the SAS is ranked with numbers 1-4 and the
total score is found by adding all the numbers together. Individuals who are less anxious will
have lower scores, while individuals who show moderate to severe anxiety will have greater
scores. The SAS shows internal consistency reliability of 0.66 to 0.80 (Zung, 1971).
In order to establish validity, the current study used the Beck Depression Inventory
(BDI) (Beck, 1981) insuring that the anxiety inventories and BDI measures were divergent.
The BDI is a commonly used test to evaluate depression that consists of a 21-item self-report
inventory. The 21-items represent different depressive symptoms that participants rate on a
4-point Likert scale, with choices ranging from “not at all” to “severely; I could barley stand
it.” To score the BDI the scorer must add each item’s points together for the total score. The BDI
has a high internal consistency (α= .87) and test-retest reliability (r = .60) (Smits et al., 2008).
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The principal investigators created a behavioral pre-questionnaire to collect
demographic information about the participants. The Physical Anxiety Readiness
Questionnaire (PAR-Q) also established whether the individuals assigned to the exercise
group were of optimal physical fitness to complete the activities requested of them. All
participants assigned to the exercise condition completed the PAR-Q supplied to the
principal investigators by the SDSU IRB Committee, to indicate that they had no physical
conditions that could impede their ability to partake in the exercise routine. 
Design and Procedure
Participants were encouraged to join the study by receiving 25% off coupons at the
University Bookstore and the chance to win a grand prize that consisted of two sweatshirts, 
a tanning package, and tickets to the local movie theater. Individuals that expressed interest
emailed the principal investigators. The participants received placement in either the control
group or experimental group. To avoid biased scores, the participants were never told which
mood behavior was being measured until debriefing. Participants assigned to the experimental
group received informative emails prior to each session instructing them to wear workout
attire and athletic shoes, while participants in the control group were told to bring homework
or study materials. Over a two-week span, all participants completed three sessions lasting
approximately one hour. The present study recorded each participants’ anxiety scores on the
BAI and SAS while subsequently implementing an exercise intervention to the experimental
group to see if anxiety scores would decrease over two-weeks as a result of the effect of
aerobic exercise. 
Each individual in the experimental group completed the PAR-Q before participating 
in the study. The experimental group started the first session by providing consent and
completing the pre-questionnaire, the BAI, SAS, and BDI. During the pre-questionnaire,
each participant obtained classification as a non-exerciser or an exerciser. All participants
were led in conducted warm-up stretches, and were then instructed to walk, jog, or run at a
self-pace for 20 minutes. Participants were encouraged to do the exercises at their own pace
but were instructed to do any of the activities for the full 20 minutes without stopping.
Bartholomew and Linder (1998) used a similar procedure in which participants completed
20-minute exercise routines spread out over three different sessions. This study, however,
involved resistance, rather than aerobic exercise. Szabo (2003) also had participants perform
exercise for 20 minutes during three separate sessions, but studied the effects of this
procedure with an aerobic workout. Individuals in this study also had the opportunity to
select the pace at which they jogged or ran, and showed positive mood changes due to both
duration and level of intensity. After the 20 minutes of brisk walking, jogging, or running at
each participant’s own pace was completed, all participants conducted cool-down stretching. 
The second session consisted of participants performing the same aerobic exercise
routine, followed by their completion of the BAI, SAS, and BDI. The third session consisted
of participants performing the same aerobic exercise routine followed by taking the BAI,
SAS, and BDI. After completing the three sessions, the participants were debriefed as to
the scientific purpose of the study. Participants who did not return to either the second or
the third sessions were debriefed through email and had their results removed from the
final data analysis. 
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The control group started the first session by providing consent and completing the 
pre-questionnaire, the BAI, SAS, and BDI. During the pre-questionnaire, each participant
received classification as a non-exerciser or an exerciser. For the remaining time, participants
studied or did homework that the participants had brought. If the participant did not have
schoolwork, alternative activities such as word puzzles were provided. Participants received
instruction to stay seated the entire time and not to sleep. The second and third sessions
followed the same format, in which researchers told the participants to stay seated for the
first 30 minutes while doing homework or studying. During the remaining time, participants
completed the BAI, SAS, and BDI. After completing the three sessions, the participants
entered a debriefing session to inform them as to the complete scientific purpose of the study. 
Data Analysis
The collected data were sorted by separating the control group responses from the
experimental group scores on the questionnaires across the three sessions, and by classifying
participants as regular exercisers or non-exercisers. The control and experimental groups
were separated within each group depending on amount of exercise in everyday life. Means
and standard deviations were found for all classifications, and a 2 (group placement) × 2
(exercise level) ANOVA between subjects was conducted to determine the effect of being in
the control or experimental group and the outcome of the amount of exercise in daily life.
Data were transformed to conduct the ANOVA by subtracting the score from the first session
from that of the last session on each of the three questionnaires. Pearson product-moment
correlations were also analyzed to determine the reliability and validity of the relationships
between the BAI, SAS, and BDI across the three sessions, as well as for comparing the same
questionnaire to itself across all sessions.
RESULTS
Table 1 identifies the average response scores and standard deviations on the BAI, SAS,
and BDI for participants separated as regular and non-exercisers in the control and
experimental groups. Regular and non-exercisers decreased scores on the BAI and BDI in
both the control and experimental group, with non-exercisers showing a larger reduction in
average anxiety scores when in the experimental group, than in the control group. Average
scores on the SAS did not vary between the scores of 33 and 35, and were not consistent in
finding any differences between groups. Non-exercisers also had larger reductions in average
BAI scores than regular exercisers in both the control and experimental group. Conversely,
regular exercisers decreased their average BDI scores more than non-exercisers in both
groups. An important distinction for this data concerns the fact that regular and non-
exercisers within the two groups had considerable differences in their initial BAI and BDI
scores. The presence of this difference from the beginning of the study shows that the groups
were not equal from the beginning, which may have biased the results.
Pearson product-moment correlations (r) analyzed the relationships between response
scores on all three questionnaires, and for each questionnaire compared to itself, across the
three sessions. Table 2 shows that there was a significant, positive correlation between scores
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on the SAS and BAI in Session 1 (r=0.45) and between the SAS and BDI in Session 3
(r=0.59). The BDI did not demonstrate validity in measuring a separate construct from the
BAI and SAS, as correlation results were inconsistent across sessions and were not
sufficiently low enough to establish a clear difference between anxiety and depression. 
Correlations were also conducted to compare each of the three questionnaires to itself to
determine reliability. The BDI had significant, positive correlations with itself between
Session 1 and 2 (r=0.77), Session 2 and 3 (r=0.86) and Session 1 and 3 (r=0.72),
demonstrating reliability. The BAI only showed significant correlations and reliability across
trials between Session 1 and 2 (r=0.61), and Session 2 and 3 (r=0.59). The SAS showed
similar correlation results between Session 1 and 2 (r=0.46), and Session 2 and 3 (r=0.64),
with no relationship between the scores in the first and third sessions (r=0.38).
A 2 (group placement) × 2 (exercise level) ANOVA between subjects was conducted, as
seen in Table 3, to determine the effects of being in the control or experimental group, of
being a non- or regular exerciser, and of the interaction between these variables. For the three
questionnaires, scores for each participant from the first session were subtracted from scores
in the final session to determine the change in scores over the course of the study. On the
BAI, across all participants, the exercise group (M=-2.71, SD=3.99) had a larger difference
in anxiety scores than the control group (M=-1.55, SD=2.73) by the final session.
Participants classified as non-exercisers (M=-2.86, SD=4.15) also had a greater reduction in
scores on the BAI group than all participants who were regular exercisers (M=-1.36,
SD=2.29). On the SAS, the control group (M=-0.27, SD=3.07) and exercisers (M=-0.27,
SD=2.72) had a smaller difference in scores from the first to the third session than the
experimental group (M=-0.43, SD=3.16) and non-exercisers (M=-0.43, SD=3.39). Finally,
Table 3 shows that the experimental group (M=-3.21, SD=2.52) and exercisers (M=-4.00,
SD=2.83) had larger differences in overall scores on the BDI than participants in the control
group (M=-2.09, SD=3.59) and non-exercisers (M=-1.71, SD=2.87). Though differences in
means existed, there was no significant main effect of being in either the control or
experimental group, and no significant main effect for being a regular or non-exerciser. No
significant interaction existed between these two variables on any of the questionnaires.
Figure 1 illustrates the mean BAI scores and standard deviations from Session 1 and 3
for participants separated into the control and experimental groups, and between regular and
non-exercisers. As predicted by the present study’s hypothesis, non-exercisers started with
higher anxiety scores (M=5.14, SD=4.26) in Session 1 and decreased their average BAI
scores more than exercisers (M=3.82, SD=2.64). Though no results were significant, all
groups decreased their average BAI scores over the three sessions. The experimental group
did substantially decrease their scores from Session 1 (M=4.79, SD=4.34) to Session 3
(M=2.07, SD=2.09). The interaction between exercise level and assigned group had no
significant effect on BAI scores F(1,21) = 0.07, p = 0.80.
The present study also analyzed average SAS scores, as seen in Figure 2, to determine
any differences in anxiety between groups. Inconsistent with the hypothesis of this study,
non-exercisers started with lower average scores in Session 1 (M=34.29, SD=3.02) than
regular exercisers (M=34.45, SD=2.34). By Session 3, the experimental group (M=34.36,
SD=2.82) and non-exercisers (M=33.86, SD=3.08) did not show a large decrease in anxiety
scores. Overall, average scores on the SAS varied inconsistently and did not reveal any
substantial differences between groups.
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Finally, in Figure 3, average scores on the BDI were assessed for the control and
experimental group, as well as for regular and non-exercisers. As with scores on the SAS,
non-exercisers started Session 1 (M=4.93, SD=3.27) with lower depression scores than
regular exercisers (M=6.45, SD=5.11). In addition, exercisers had a larger decrease in
average scores by Session 3 (M=2.45, SD=3.11) than non-exercisers (M=3.21, SD=4.49).
Amount of exercise in everday life was the only variable that came close to being significant
on the BDI, F(1,21) = 3.60, p = 0.07. Consistent with the present study’s hypothesis, average
BDI scores in the experimental group from Session 1 (M=4.79, SD=3.26) to Session 3
(M=1.57, SD=1.65), did decrease substantially more for the control group from the first
session (M=6.64, SD=5.05) to the third session (M=4.55, SD=5.22). Figure 3 also illustrates
that the control and experimental group were unbalanced on BDI scores from the beginning
of the study, since the control group started with much higher initial average scores than the
experimental group. 
DISCUSSION
Results from the present study do not indicate any significant differences in state
anxiety between the control and experimental group, or between regular and non-exercisers.
Though no differences were significant, results show that individuals in the experimental
group lowered their anxiety scores on the BAI and BDI more than individuals in the control
group by the final session. Participants classified as non-exercisers also had a larger decrease
in average BAI scores by the third session than regular exercisers. On the BAI, but not the
SAS, regular exercisers began the study with lower anxiety scores than individuals identified
as non-exercisers. Anxiety scores on the SAS were contradictory to the hypothesis made in
that non-exercisers had lower average scores at the start of the study than regular exercisers.
Overall, results on the SAS were inconsistent and did not conclusively show any differences
in state anxiety scores. Average scores on the BDI were uniform with the hypothesis of the
present study in finding that the experimental group did decrease scores more than the
control group. Results showing that exercisers had a larger decrease in average BDI scores
than non-exercisers differed from the predictions of the present study. The moderate positive
correlations between the BDI and the anxiety questionnaires do not validate these as separate
measures of anxiety and depression.
Though the present study found no significant effects of either previous exercise or
current exercise on measures of anxiety and depression, the overall results seen in reductions
of average scores on the BAI and BDI are similar to those found by other research studies.
Kleine (1994) used a similar procedure to that of the present study in analyzing anxiety
related to school stressors. This research compared a literature class, as the control group,
and an exercising group, and found that individuals who exercised felt less pressure
concerning a future, contrived exam. Contrary to the present study’s hypothesis, Kleine
found that students initially identified as physically fit had larger mood enhancements than
students who did not regularly exercise, concluding that psychological benefits are less likely
with students who do not regularly engage in some form of exercise. In support of
predictions made and descriptive statistics found in the present study, previously discussed
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research by Kim and Kim (2007), Bartholomew and Linder (1998), and Berger and Motl
(2000) all show decreases in anxiety due to aerobic exercise routines compared with a
control activity or other anxiety-reducing techniques. These studies defend the use of aerobic
exercise techniques in combating state anxiety where the present study could not, and
contain specific points of interest to be recognized when conducting research in the future.
Several variables may have had an effect on the outcome of the present study. A major
confounding factor concerns the conclusion that the time span of the study was too short to
measure changes in state anxiety. Various studies conclude that exercise regimes must take
place at least three times a week, for no less than 20 minutes at a time, for seven to eight
weeks to be effective (Long & van Stavel, 1995; Petruzzello, 1995b). Berger and Motl
(2000) state that these frequent workouts are essential for experiencing the short-term
benefits associated with aerobic exercise. This study also states that regular aerobic exercise
builds skills in interpreting physiological reactions to the aerobic regime and reveals how to
pace out a workout, as well as relax while exercising. Another barrier to anxiety reduction
related to the two-week time span of the present study is that decreases in state anxiety last
for only a short interval after exercising. Petruzzello (1995a) maintains that regular aerobic
exercise results in small to mild decreases in state anxiety, with the effects lasting between
two to four hours afterward. Though these reductions in anxiety are seen briefly after
exercise, they do eventually recede to pre-intervention levels after this short period of time
(Raglin & Morgan, 1987; Schlicht, 1994). Since there were very few sessions spread out
over the short two-week time interval, it is unlikely that participants benefitted from the
exercise routine since they were not frequently exposed to the prominent short-term side
effects of acute aerobic workouts.
The physiological nature of items on the behavioral questionnaires, and the relationship
between the inventories are possible variables affecting the obtained results. The wording of
numerous questions and statements on all three questionnaires could have caused
participants to interpret the physiological symptoms accompanying exercise as an increase in
their emotional state (Schlicht, 1994). Though the anxiety-reducing effects of exercise are
not found to increase fatigue (Kleine, 1994), they could potentially raise feelings of rapid
heart beat, unsteady breathing, and a flushed face, which are all incorporated into questions
on both the BAI and SAS. These findings propose that exercise has physiologically based
effects that are not related to feelings of anxiety. Future research should use more appropriate
and specific measurement tools of state anxiety, and other mood states, to obtain a more
conclusive interpretation of how individuals feel in relation to their emotionality, not their
physiological state.
The significant positive correlation of scores between the BAI and BDI are worth note
concerning their use to establish discriminant validity. The lack of effect in the present study
may be due to the fact that they came from an initially non-anxious population, as is reflected
in the considerably low Session 1 scores on the BAI. Both the BAI and BDI quantify
responses on the same scale, and since the majority of participants in the present study
started with extremely low anxiety and depression totals, there was no opportunity to
decrease their scores. This caused scores to level off at the same scores during each
subsequent session. Since average totals on the questionnaires declined to approximately the
same amounts, creating a floor on the data, the scores of those who had substantial decreases
or increases in state anxiety were cancelled out in the calculated statistics. Familiarization
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with taking the same questionnaires at each session may have also caused these results. This
similarity in each testing session reduces feelings of tension and anxiety (Petruzzello, 1995a).
Participants’ not exercising at a high enough intensity level to cause an effect is a final
problem in the present study. By allowing the individuals to self-pace their workouts, they
may not have been exercising at an intensity that could influence anxiety scores. A study by
Bahrke and Morgan (1978) that compared the effects of aerobic exercise and mediation on
state anxiety, through a 20-minute workout routine, specifies that physical activity needs to
be of a vigorous nature to be successful. Findings of this study indicate that when individuals
do not workout at a vigorous rate, and increase their heart rate, they do not experience the
benefits of aerobic activity, and so have small or no changes in state anxiety. Smits et al.
(2008) also supports the conclusion that light exercise has no effect on state anxiety with
their research on anxiety sensitivity and exercise interventions. All participants in this study
had a high level of anxiety sensitivity as indicated by a score greater than or equal to 25 on
the Anxiety Sensitivity Index (ASI). Their study suggested that moderate to vigorous aerobic
exercise significantly reduces anxiety for individuals that report high levels of anxiety
sensitivity. These researchers assert that higher intensities of exercise is necessary to attain
mental health benefits associated with aerobic activity because these intensities allow
individuals to adapt to the routine and the physiological sensations exercise encompasses.
In review of the present study, it is clear that several problems need to be addressed
concerning where the effects on state anxiety exist in relation to aerobic exercise. Future
research should direct its analysis at determining the differences between regular exercisers
and non-exercisers, as this data is inconsistent within this study and throughout the literature
on anxiety. An important element in exercise interventions, that was not included in the
present study, is the use of a sample that exhibits at least mild to moderate levels of anxiety.
This would assist research in determining whether a long-term exercise program does
actually have effects on severe state anxiety, which do not exist in populations that show
minimal or no anxiety initially. Finally, since depression scores decreased more in the present
study than anxiety scores further research should focus on examining aerobic exercise’s
influence on other, related mood states. 
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Control Group Experimental Group
Table 1. Average Scores (SD) on the BAI, SAS, and BDI with Respect to Group Placement










Session 1 3.50 (2.08) 4.71 (2.98) 4.00 (3.06) 5.57 (5.47)
Session 2 2.00 (2.16) 2.71 (2.43) 4.71 (4.07) 4.29 (3.59)
Session 3 2.75 (2.99) 2.71 (2.81) 2.29 (2.69) 1.86 (1.46)
SAS Scores
Session 1 34.50 (2.38) 33.43 (3.41) 34.43 (2.51) 34.14 (2.54)
Session 2 34.00 (2.16) 34.57 (4.50) 33.43 (3.93) 34.29 (3.90)
Session 3 33.50 (2.38) 33.57 (3.26) 34.57 (2.70) 34.14 (3.13)
BDI Scores
Session 1 8.25 (6.80) 5.71 (4.07) 5.43 (4.12) 4.14 (2.27)
Session 2 4.50 (5.74) 5.71 (5.19) 2.71 (3.40) 3.29 (3.45)
Session 3 4.25 (4.35) 4.71 (5.99) 1.43 (1.81) 1.71 (1.60)
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Session 1 0.45* 1
Session 2 0.36 1
Session 3 0.37 1
BDI
Session 1 0.15 0.09 1
Session 2 0.32 0.34 1
Session 3 0.59* 0.16 1
*p<.05
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Table 3. Analysis of Variance for Participant Responses on the BAI, SAS, and BDI
BAI Scores
Source of Variation SS df MS F p
Group Placement 10.57 1 10.57 0.84 0.37
Exercise Level 15.57 1 15.57 1.24 0.28
Interaction 0.83 1 0.83 0.07 0.80
Error 263.61 21 12.55
Total 411 25
SAS Scores
Source of Variation SS df MS F p
Group Placement 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 1.00
Exercise Level 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 1.00
Interaction 7.70 1 7.70 0.75 0.40
Error 215.71 21 10.27
Total 227 25
BDI Scores
Source of Variation SS df MS F p
Group Placement 3.01 1 3.01 0.35 0.56
Exercise Level 30.8 1 30.8 3.60 0.07
Interaction 3.01 1 3.01 0.35 0.56
Error 179.71 21 8.56
Total 404 25
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Figure 1. Average responses on the BAI, across the control and experimental groups, and for
participants designated as non-exercisers and regular exercisers during Session 1 and 3.
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Figure 2. Average responses on the SAS, across both the control and experimental groups, and
for participants designated as non-exercisers and regular exercisers during Session 1 and 3.
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Figure 3. Average responses on the BDI, across the control and experimental groups, and for
participants designated as non-exercisers and regular exercisers during Session 1 and 3.
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ABSTRACT
Space, a major visual element, can be examined in depth in Jeff Koons’s artwork.
Koons produces art in different series and each series contains numerous pieces. The
appendages of the mechanical devices, a major element of space in the early series,
accentuate the sexuality present in Koons’s art, as well as the surface quality and materials
used in all the series. Koons’s obsession with perfection is what generates the flawless
exteriors making the surface material void of human touch and elevating the sometimes
kitsch subjects of the pieces. Koons uses stainless steel, a relatively inexpensive material
associated with manufactured goods commonly used by everyone. This combination of
commonly found material for the low-brow subject matter on one side, and the artist’s
obsession with the surface’s perfection on the other side, represents a major challenge to
traditional sculpture. Traditional sculpture commonly uses expensive materials, such as
bronze or marble, to represent allegorical subject matter, mainly addressing the upper
classes. Through this strategy, Koons elevates kitsch into high art. The series examined
include: Pre New, The New, Equilibrium, Luxury, and Degradation, Statuary, Kiepenkerl,
Banality, Made in Heaven, and Celebration.
JEFF KOONS: BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES
In 1955 Jeff Koons began his life in York, Pennsylvania. He started his higher education
at the Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore in 1972. Koons also attended school for
a year at the Art Institute in Chicago. After graduating in 1976 with a Bachelor in Fine Arts
from Maryland Institute College of Art, he decided to move to New York (Guggenheim
Museum). Koons resides and works in both New York and York, Pennsylvania.1
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1The list of places Koons has exhibited in the United States and abroad is quite impressive and consists
of New York, Washington, DC, San Francisco, CA, Santa Monica, CA, London, UK, the Netherlands,
Germany, and Japan. Koons has lectured at numerous locations, including: Harvard University,
Columbia University, Yale University, Royal Academy of Arts, New York University, Museum of
Modern Art, Hirshhorn Museum, and Corcoran Gallery of Art. Although there has been much
controversy involving Koons’s art, he has obtained awards and recognitions throughout the years: Art
Start for Children Award in 1999, BZ Cultural Award in 2000, Chevalier de la Legion d’Honneur in
2001, Skowhegan Medal for Sculpture in 2002, Appointed to Board of Directors for the International
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THE EVOLUTION OF KOONS’S WORK AND THE 
CONCEPT OF SPACE
Jeff Koons began making art by working in series. The first two series began in 1979
and are titled Pre New and The New. Those works echo Minimalism by using mass-produced
goods and highlighting these objects of consumers’ affection with fluorescent lighting. What
is interesting about these works is that Koons left the object’s original title instead of
renaming it. The Hoover Celebrity III, 1980 (Fig. 1: http://www.jeffkoons.com/site/images/
new1_sm.jpg), a new appliance in 1980, is a bold red spherical shape and appears to be
hovering on the wall. Two fluorescent bulbs illuminate the vacuum. The space is orderly and
organized with the vacuum’s hose neatly tucked away. A twist tie tidily pulls together the
vacuum’s cord. The composition affirms the sterile object’s intentions to function in the home.
Another work in Pre New and The New is New Hoover Deluxe Shampoo Polishers,
New Shelton Wet/Dry 10-Gallon Displaced Tripledecker, 1981-87 (Fig. 2: http://images.
artnet.com/images_US/magazine/features/nance/nance6-9-08-4s.jpg) This piece is composed
of six Plexiglas cases stacked atop one another. The bottom box contains six long fluorescent
bulbs, and another layer contains a box of two shampoo polishers, the next box holds six
more florescent lights, two more polishers in a cube, again a box containing six lights, and
the climax of the boxes holds the Shelton Wet/Dry. There is space, visible to the onlooker,
contained by the Plexiglas; however, there is also another kind of space, which is not visible
to the spectator, contained inside the vacuums. It is a sterile environment for these cleaning
appliances not yet getting the opportunity to do their job. The Plexiglas possesses some
reflective qualities that, at the right angle, mirror the cleaners and lights. The viewers’
reflection is as close to the cleaners as one will get, due to the object’s surrounding walls.
The Plexiglas both creates an environment and serves as a display case for the Hoovers and
Shelton products. 
Koons’s display of ready-mades is in direct correlation with Duchamp’s Fountain (Fig.
3: http://www.installationart.net/Images/IntroDuchampFountainCOL.jpg). The difference
between the urinal and the cleaners is that Koons’s ready-mades had no allure like the
forbidden urinal (Gopnik and Vernedoe, 1990). In actuality, the idea of a urinal in use is
nothing like the cleaning machines Koons portrayed. What the objects did share, besides being
out of their usual surroundings, was their inner cavities for containing the unwanted.
Koons’s father partly influenced Koons’s representation of consumer-focused society.
His father owned a furniture shop, and Koons often worked in the showroom growing up
(Bonami, 2008). The spatial formation of the varying objects fascinated Koons, and this is the
reason why in his early series he displayed his works as if they were in a retail showroom.
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Centre for Missing and Exploited Children in 2002, Inducted to the Signet Society of Arts and Letters at
Harvard University in 2002, Doctorate of Fine Arts in 2002, Global Vision Award in 2002, Museum of
Fine Arts School Medal Award in 2003, Creative Patron Award in 2005, elected to the American
Academy for Arts and Sciences in 2005, honored by Edwin Gould Services for Children and Families in
2005, Artistic Achievement Award in 2006, honored by President Jacques for strengthening relations
between France and Us in 2007, and honored by the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
and International Centre for Missing and Exploited Children in 2007 (Jeff Koons). 
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As well as addressing society’s obsession with objects, Koons also associates these
cleaners with human bodies that breathe and have male and female sexual parts (Bonami,
2008). Where are these parts found? Are these just vacuum cleaners and polishers? One can
use his/her imagination to realize that the open spaces at the bottom of the cleaners can be
construed as female anatomy. The cleaners’ attachments may be interpreted as male
physiology. For this reason, Koons’s work addresses society’s obsession with sex.
In the same series, a white and green iridescent tube encloses two lights in Toaster, 1979
(Fig. 4: http://hangten.typepad.com/hangten/images/2008/04/26/5_jeff_koons.jpg). A gleaming
toaster rests in front of the tubes. The toaster’s openings for bread seem to serve as eyes
staring the viewers in the face and challenging them to look into the intimate parts of the
toaster. A tie neatly loops together the toaster’s cord, as if the toaster just came out of the box. 
Like Toaster, The New Jeff Koons (Fig. 5: http://www.chicagomag.com/images/2008/
June%202008/arna_koons1.jpg) uses illumination as with other works in this series. Koons
uses a simple light box in a silver frame, but adds a picture from his childhood. Crayon in
hand, the artist looks at the viewer. The spectators cannot help but feel as if they are looking
into Koons’s life. The simplicity of the subject also captures one’s attention, for it tells of an
innocent time in the life of a youth. Just standing in front of the light box, the audience can
be transported back to their childhood and what they wished to become when they grew up. 
The next series that Koons formulated was Equilibrium in 1985. This body of work
persists with the concept of consumerism, but adds the element of desire for the eternal and
for social mobility. The works in Equilibrium are comprised of common objects out of their
ordinary environment that cannot be used because of their unnatural materials. 
Within the Equilibrium series, a bronze cast titled Lifeboat (Fig. 6: http://www.
artthrob.co.za/06feb/images/koons02a.jpg) is displayed on the surface of the floor. One can
walk around it, as well as tower over the life-saving device. Paddles extend from the inflated
surface as if looking for some sign of water in order to perform their duties. However,
because Lifeboat is made in bronze, it cannot and will never carry out its responsibilities.
Instead, the boat would be a death trap. The shadows that play with Lifeboat and mingle with
the surface of the bronze material take the viewer amidst the life-like surface. The difference
between the bronze sculptural boat and the actual people-saving boats is that the bronze one
will last forever. Lifeboat will always keep its original shape in that it will never tear or
capsize, and it’s paddles will never move. 
Lifeboat has been compared to everyday objects and war memorial sculptures (Bonami,
2008) (Fig. 7: http://www.abbeygardens.name/images/History/Washington%20DC/Bronze
%20Soldiers%2002.jpg). Before Koons, countless other artists cast objects in bronze and
other metals. Jasper Johns was no exception by casting many banal objects into pieces of art
(Fig. 8: http://www.moma.org/exhibitions/1996/johns/jpegs/johns.painted. bronze.jpeg).
Compared to artists like Jasper Johns, Koons seems to embrace the hollowness of the cast
rather than disguise it (Barron, 2001). The inflatable objects Koons cast paid special attention
to ripples in the air-filled surface. 
Three Ball Total Equilibrium Tank (Fig. 9: http://images.artnet.com/images_US/
magazine/features/nance/nance6-9-08-5s.jpg), part of the Equilibrium series, minimizes
movement to inventory (Kerrigan, 2005). The basketballs in the glass tank appear to be
suspended in motion. The space seems static and continues to be the same at any given time.
However, with the following knowledge the previous statement is untrue. Rather than adding
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oil, to make the balls permanent, Koons opted to keep the purity of the water. This means
that after six months the ball will have slowly sunk to the bottom of the tank and need to be
reset (Bonami, 2008). So really these spheres are in motion! The space is continually
changing inside of the glass holding tanks. Recently, Koons had a solo exhibition at the
Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago. The show spanned from May 31 to September 21
in 2008 and included works from the Equilibrium series. When looking at the basketballs in
the tank, a viewer may notice a dark irregularly shaped substance growing on the balls. This
possible fungus appears to be unintended, but none the less interacting with the inflated
surface of the spherical balls. This also may force a scrupulous eye to inspect the rest of the
tank for signs of life. One may not see the basketballs at the bottom of the tank after the six
months when not on display, but armed with the knowledge one can observe the contained
environment for any signs of changes in the interior space. 
Around the same period as Equilibrium in 1986 the Luxury and Degradation series
began. Once again Koons explores consumerism, but in partnership with the implications of
advertising to various class levels. Koons explains this series, “This was a panoramic view of
society. I wanted to show how luxury and abstraction are used to debase people and take away
their economic and political power” (Koons qtd. in Bonami, 2008). 
The exquisitely made pieces in the Luxury and Degradation series look like collectables
from an elite catalog. The stainless steel exteriors have never-ending reflecting surfaces that
change with the lighting from above or the reflection of the person stationed near the work.
The differing types of sculptures represent the desires of people, coming from all income
levels, to accumulate objects to signify prosperity. One may wonder how the stainless steel
surface relates to the concept of consumerism. People are marketed to in a way that uses
gleaming surfaces, whether this is the advertising itself or the product. Luxury and Degradation
involves alcohol in the mix as the connection of booze with affluence. 
Clive Barker’s glorified tool of the trade for an artist, Art Box II (Fig. 10: Livingstone
171), resembles Koons’s Travel Bar (Fig. 11: http://www.csulb.edu/~karenk/20thcwebsite/
439final/ah439fin-ImageT.00013.jpeg), the elitist’s tool. Both Art Box II and Travel Bar are
unusable after the works have been cast in their metals. Art Box II was cast in gold and this
material is associated with the upper-class and lavish goods. Travel Bar was cast in stainless
steel. Stainless steel represents goods that appeal to the entire society, because of a lower cost
compared to gold. Therefore, Art Box II, a lower status object, is glorified by the use of gold.
In contrast, the use of a cheaper metal debases Travel Bar. This contrast alludes to Koons’s
belief in social mobility for all classes. Travel Bar, made in 1986, serves as a symbol for that
decade. The 1980’s were characterized by high spending by urban professionals. The term
“yuppie” was coined for the flashy business people. Travel bar is a symbol for what would
have been a necessity for yuppies to travel with. 
Alcohol and sex are used as a status symbol. I Could Go for Something Gordon’s (Fig.
12: http://www.artdaily.com/imagenes/2008/03/13/cc8c8gordons_cmyk.jpg) addresses sex
and alcohol as a status symbol. Koons utilizes advertisements to represent the subject
because they were uniquely marketed to the population. Koons uses this type of work to say
that what is used as a status symbol, will ultimately lead to human degradation. There is
closeness between the two beings in the middle ground and the monumental bottle of liquor
in the foreground. The use of space gives off sexual innuendos and ambiences. Of course,
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sex appeals in marketing and has continued into today’s society, since previous years have
proved that sex sells. In this, and other works of the series, Koons himself has not created
this advertisement. Instead, he has used it as found object and reproduced it. We still find
similar advertisements in our society like the ones Koons has featured. 
Statuary, a series made entirely of stainless steel, evolved around the same time as
Koons’s other works in 1986. Likely, the most recognizable piece from Statuary is Rabbit
(Fig. 13: http://www.lyseo.edu.ouka.fi/kuvataide/albums/album05/Jeff_Koons_Rabbit. jpg).
Although Rabbit is made in stainless steel, it looks more like a mylar balloon. The rippled
edges of the ears, arms, and feet give the hard metal surface the flexible look of a balloon.
What is even more stunning is the reflective quality of the polished steel. The surrounding
objects reflect and distort upon the rabbit. Even the camera that takes the photograph is
forever cast as part of the sculpture. The surrounding art in the gallery becomes part of the
Rabbit. These other artworks take on different characteristics as their original space has
changed, if only for a period of time, as they have become part of the Rabbit. Anyone who
has brought a balloon home has experienced the temporary qualities of the inflated material.
What Koons has done was to transform this everyday object into a permanent sculptural
piece of art.
The stainless steel Rabbit was made into a balloon for the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
Parade (Fig.14: http://rawartint.files.wordpress.com/2007/11/jeffk.jpg) in 2007. The Rabbit
in the parade plays with its space differently that the Rabbit in the gallery. Instead of a gallery
setting, the Rabbit in the parade has a city for its backdrop. Bystanders replace what would
be other works surrounding the original Rabbit in a gallery. As the parade progresses, the
space constantly moves. One may parallel this with social mobility. A person may also notice
the strings leading from the inflatable rabbit to its puppeteers and the massive scale
difference it takes to be an impressive balloon in a parade. The reflective qualities that were
in the original Rabbit have changed to a duller, more blurred surface on the parade Rabbit.
Photographs and television capture the temporary quality of the parade Rabbit. This does
share some similarities with the original Rabbit in that it too is captured by a photograph,
because like that parade, gallery shows are usually temporary.
Along with the famous Rabbit, Statuary produced other stainless steel works. The year
after the Statuary works were completed, Koons made another stainless steel statue titled
Kiepenkerl (Fig. 15: http://www.mcachicago.org/exhib_images/4ae29universal current2.jpg).
Kiepenkerl, a market peddler, turns into a decoration. His statue-like appearance is due to the
base that he stands on and everything he brings with him rests on this base. The base makes
the sculpture more stationary, because the space in Kiepenkerl is confined to the geometric
pedestal. The folds of the fabric give it softness, even though it is made of metal. The
walking stick has the appearance of wood or bamboo. Even though the figure appears to be
looking at the viewer, it still seems emotionally detached, as the eyes were thought to be the
windows of the soul. It may be because there is no sign of a pupil in the eye, just a smooth
surface. Kiepenkerl can be compared with traditional statuary, such as a Roman bust of
Augustus wearing the crown of corona civica (Fig. 16: http://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/a/aa/Aug11_01.jpg), of which Koons emulates the void in the eyes. 
In 1988 Banality followed Statuary and Kiepenkerl. These works served to symbolize
the objects that middle class society found appealing. It is definitely kitsch raised to a higher
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level. These objects were increased from the size of a shelf ceramic to something that can
sometimes be larger than the viewer. The massive scale also brings to the viewer’s attention
the hyperrealist qualities of the pieces. Even if one were looking for a flaw there is not one to
be found on the surfaces of the pieces. Along with the subject of kitsch versus high art,
Koons incorporated sexual connotations in these pieces (Bonami, 2008). Porcelain, a
material that shrinks, contributes to the sexuality in the work. Koons is questioning our
culture’s message of pleasure and shame. He does this by using the subject of masturbation
in some of the pieces. Koons is trying to heighten the stature of pleasure and being
comfortable with one’s own sexuality.
Sexual exploration is seen in Woman in Tub (Fig. 17: http://www.artnet.com/Magazine/
features/polsky/Images/polsky10-5-3.jpg). The woman in the tub is touching her breasts with
an ambiguous expression on her face. We cannot tell if the open mouth is pleasure or surprise
of self-discovery. The expression cannot be fully realized, because her head is missing from
her mouth upward. The space in the bath is crowded, due to the larger proportion of the
woman and the smaller size of the small tub holding the scene. This space forces the viewer
to stay focused on the sexual connotation of the subject. There is no question that some
people may be uncomfortable looking at Woman in Tub. This is exactly what Koons is
addressing, the shame often associated with pleasure. The surfaces become convincing when
rendered believably, such as the reflective surface of the white bath tub and the matte exterior
of the woman’s skin. 
Proportion plays an essential role in Stacked (Fig. 18: http://www.artinthepicture.
com/artists/Jeff_Koons/stacked.jpeg), Bear and Policeman (Fig. 19: http://farm4.static.
flickr.com/ 3164/2578494910_3de29e9886.jpg?v=0), and Buster Keaton (Fig.20:
http://www.thecity review.com/f02pco1f.jpg). Stacked manipulates proportion by placing the
largest animal at the bottom and the smallest critter on top of the pile. This difference in
proportions brings a humorous element to the sculpture. Koons also places the animals so
that they face in different directions. This keeps the viewer moving around the piece, so that
one does not just take in the view from one side. Bear and Policeman feature what the title
alludes to, a bear and policeman coupled together. The bear, which looks like it was scorned
by a circus, resembles a human by standing on its hind legs and wearing a multicolored
garment. The hairy animal is towering over the policeman and is occupying his space by
holding the officer’s whistle. What makes the policeman’s space so intruded upon is the
difference in the size of the bear and the man and the fact that the man is wearing dark dull
colors and the bear is covered in bright hues. What is even more peculiar is that when people
walk behind the officer, they see he is holding a club to persuade violators of the law. In
Buster Keaton, the man is in the middle of the order, the smaller horse is on the bottom, and
the tiny bird is on top of the man’s shoulder. Although an order is present, the forms, with
their different proportions, entangle one another. The bizarreness present in these sculptures
could be comparable to that of “dollar store” ceramics, however, the strength of the
underlying thought elevates them into high art.
The Banality series includes two gold sculptures. One is the representational Michael
Jackson and Bubbles (Fig.21: http://www.worldofart.org/aktualno/wp-content/2007-08/
stallabrass/lecture/68koons.jpg), and the other is the abstract Christ and the Lamb (Fig.22:
http://www.curatedobject.us/photos/uncategorized/2008/03/13/ a1d1achristlamb_cmyk.jpg).
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Michael Jackson and Bubbles is a figurine that Koons manipulated into a life-sized ceramic
piece. The two subjects represented appear as one figure because their texture is the same
and their coloring is identical. The glossy sculpture has a frontal quality to it, in that the
main subjects pose in one direction and the flowers attached to the base gather in the area
Michael and Bubbles face. Christ and the Lamb has patches of mirror reflecting the objects
surrounding the piece. This can have an interesting effect if the viewer tries to get close to
the work. One can move to an angle to avoid being exposed in the mirror, but other works on
display still become part of this piece.
The next controversial series of works Koons produced is Made in Heaven. It began
before Koons and the Italian adult film star Ilona Staller were married. Koons was married in
1991 to Ilona Staller, also known as La Cicciolina, who was an Italian adult film star from
Hungary (Coskun). Staller left her film vocation for five years (1987-1992) to become a
member of the Italian Parliament. It was this relationship that inspired Koons to create the
series Made in Heaven. This series consists of sculptures, paintings, and photos that displayed
the two in detailed sexual positions. As can be imagined, this series created much controversy.
The couple had a son in 1992 and named him Ludwig. After the birth of their son, the
marriage soon ended. Koons was awarded custody, but Staller fled with Ludwig to Rome.
Koons felt that he learned a lesson from the ordeal. He believed that he was losing his sense
of humanity and wanted to be more generous as an artist and communicate more. 
The introduction of Ilona as ready-made subject gave a more personal twist to Koon’s
art. Indeed, this is the first time Koons uses his personal life in his artwork to communicate
his beliefs. It also continued to depict Koons’s fascination with love and sexuality, which was
captured in previous works. The relationship did not work out, but when it first began Koons
had accepted Ilona’s past and believed that she wanted to change. He thought she was using
her body as art. This acknowledgement of his own sexuality and his sexual experiences
with Ilona were what Koons said make them heavenly.
To further clarify the intent of Made in Heaven Koons explains, “It’s about the sense of
security one has with one’s own body and the sense of being with nature itself. It is also
about the act of how we preserve the species through procreation. The Made in Heaven
series has an aspect of the eternal, spiritual, and sexual. You know, there are these two poles
of eternal: the biological and spiritual (Koons qtd. in Bonami, 2008).”
Koons drew on the inspiration of seeing the painting Expulsion of Adam and Eve (Fig.
23: http://www.spiritual-paintings.com/imge-files/masaccio-adam-eve.jpg) by Masaccio
(Bonami, 2008). One can see the shamed and crying faces of Adam and Eve as they attempt
to cover themselves out of guilt. Koons works in sharp contrast to this feeling of shame. He
has essentially done away with shame. A fitting piece to introduce the Made in Heaven series
is Made in Heaven (Fig. 24: http://www.tate.org.uk/ collections/artist-rooms/koons-
heaven.jpg). The scene is intimate and sexual. It is like a snapshot of a movie set. The yellow
words declare Koons and Staller the stars of the work. There is drama and beauty involved
with the sexual image. Compare this with Masaccio’s painting. Adam and Eve do not even
touch one another, but in Koons’s Made in Heaven they come in contact with one another.
Staller’s expression is of pleasure, not shame. Koons is directly looking at the viewer, rather
than looking away from onlookers.
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An intimate marble bust was produced of Staller and Koons titled, Bourgeois Bust –
Jeff and Ilona (Fig. 25: http://www.nationalgalleries.org/media/7/ koonsbourgeoisbust.jpg).
Staller and Koons embrace one another and they are preparing for what looks like a kiss.
Both torsos are bare flesh and Ilona is adorned in pearls. The smoothness of the marble
appears to have softness to it. This piece is comparable with classical statuary. A Greek
sculpture, Doryphoros (Fig. 26: http://academic.reed.edu/humanities/110tech/BodyLanguage
/images/largest/doryphoros1.jpg) features the idealized proportions of a man. Koons’s
depiction of himself in Bourgeois Bust – Jeff and Ilona has idealized proportions. We can see
this because lithographs that were produced at the same time, such as Made in Heaven, did
not have the same muscle definition or surface texture. A Portrait bust of a Flavian woman
(Fig. 27: http://www.vroma.org/ images/mcmanus_images/flavianhair4f.jpg), which is from
the Roman period, also has idealized proportions. Portrait bust of a Flavian woman has a
contemporary quality, because it is depicting idealized beauty with contemporary dress and
is not representing images of Greek goddesses. This sculpture shares similarities with
Staller’s bust. Indeed, Staller looks like a contemporary woman, at the same time she has
been idealized through her proportions, her facial expression, and the use of polished marble. 
A notable difference is evident in the theme of Koons’s series following Made in
Heaven. In 1994 Koons began work on Celebration. Celebration is about child wonderment
and the appeal of reflective surfaces and vibrant colors. While looking at the amazing
surfaces, one really is transported back to a child-like state. While continuing to represent
Koons’s ideal of beauty and eternity, Celebration served Koons in a personal way. Along
with previous series, Celebration was done with a flawless execution of materials.
Koons explains some of the reasoning behind Celebration: “My son was born in
October 1992. Immediately I became interested in a lot of images I came across, the
packaging of toys, a playful rabbit- things that I enjoyed again. I had used a lot of these
images in the past. I started the Celebration series without a title. My son used to come into
the studio while I was working on Hanging Heart. Then he was abducted, and my ex-wife
later kidnapped him. So the work fell into an area where I felt that I wanted my son to feel
how much I was thinking of him” (Koons qtd. in Bonami, 2008).
Hanging Heart (Fig. 28: http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3013/2754065895
_e0a99b06d2.jpg), which Koons refers to, is of a colossal size. Every surface on this object is
reflective, from the smooth heart to the ripples of the ribbon-looking silver material. When
on display, Hanging Heart towers above the viewer. People must strain their neck and look
up to see the blue heart in all of its shining glory. Then, they see a distorted version of
themselves in the reflective surface. Koons is displaying his love for life and his son, along
with people’s infatuation with sex and surface.
Although one is three-dimensional and the other two-dimensional, the sculpture
Cracked Egg (Magenta) (Fig. 29: http://www.artinfo.com/news/enlarged_image/28908/
118124/) and the painting Cracked Egg (Fig. 30: http://www.faz.net/m/ %7B45A0BC37-
20D4-497F-97EC-A1A19B4274B3%7DFile1_4.jpg), share the same idea, in that they both
inspire awe in seeing a bird’s egg shell on the outside ground for the first time. The split
eggshells refer to the reproductive aspect of being born and seeing the world for the first time
through new eyes. Cracked Egg (Magenta) is able to be inspected in a full 360 degrees. One
can even peer into the sculpture and see the difference in reflection on the inner shell. There
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is the reflection of the ceiling, which often times cannot be seen if the sculpture is too tall.
The painting Cracked Egg depicts a more fragile-looking eggshell on a gleaming surface.
The background surface contains elements of wondrous reflecting blues and very subtle
tonal passages inside the egg. 
KOONS, KITSCH, AND PERFECTION
The concept of Kitsch is extremely complex; giving a complete and satisfactory
definition of it does not fall within the scope of this essay. 
We can go at least as far back as the nineteenth century, when the German verb
“kitschen” gained widespread adoption with this new connotation. The definition comes
from the German verb “kitschen”, which, according to Calinescu, means to “make cheap” 
or “collecting rubbish from the streets” (1987). The scholar also makes note that in southern
Germany the verb “kitschen” translates to “to make new furniture from old.” The word
kitsch, in association with inexpensive art, derives from a dialect form used in the 1860s and
1870s by dealers and painters in Munich (Calinescu, 1987). 
Koons’s work displays surreal-like qualities, as well as a sort of partnership with kitsch.
Indeed, Koons is actually celebrating kitsch in his work. With some of the negative
connotations that this word has taken in the XX century, one may wonder why Koons is
considered a significant artist when he uses kitsch for subjects in some of his works. Koons
has professed his love for art many times over and wants to reach the masses. Using kitsch is
one way of doing this, by bringing common objects and materials into artworks suitable for a
gallery. No matter what the response is, Koons believes the audience is right. His work is
about finding the potential in the viewer.
Koons has been referred to as a self-help art guru, whom the following statement
reflects. The comment is from a recent interview with the Museum of Contemporary Art in
Chicago, where he just completed a major show. The conversation takes place in his studio,
with his assistants diligently working in the background on his next conceptual piece. He
speaks evenly in a calming voice almost prophetically about art.
“The amazing thing about art is it can empower and it has the ability to constantly let
people know that everything about them is perfect and art is this amazing vehicle that really
shows that there can be no judgment. Recently I participated in the Macy’s Day Parade and I
made a large inflatable of my rabbit. It was participating in the parade with Shrek and Dora
the Explorer and so there is a sense of reaching the mass of 35 million people saw it on
television. But the sensation of knowing that somebody can go into a museum and they can
experience one of your works and then if you really believe that they open themselves up
that they felt a sense of their own potential, that’s connecting” (Museum of Contemporary
Art, 2008). 
This statement summarizes what Koons has believed throughout his entire career.
Koons is credited as having a mass-marketer’s sense of opportunity (Ratcliff, 1992). While
in New York, Koons worked at the membership desk at the Museum of Modern Art. He was
known for his shocking dress and hair, which was only the beginning for what is now known
as a provocative, many times shocking artist (Guggenheim Museum). During this time he
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created sculptures by using mirrors and inflatable rabbits and flowers. In 1980 Koons left the
museum to bring in a rather different source of income to fund his works. He was selling
mutual funds and stocks at First Investors Corporation. The money generated from this job
went to create works for his series Pre New and The New. Instead of assisting another artist
or waiting tables to finance his work, Koons ventured himself into Wall Street and was in
tune with public relations and advertising (Rimanelli, 1997).
Attias has made a connection between Koons’s time on Wall Street and the way he runs
his studio, like a corporation (1998). Indeed, Koons often uses assistants to carry out his
visions, but this does not mean he does not have control over the pieces. Koons’s exacting
eye supervises the assistants. Many of his works, being large scale, would not have been
completed without help. The scale is critical to a work that is interacting with its surrounding
space. Koons commented that he would probably only complete one work a year, if he did it
all himself. 
Koons is a perfectionist with his art. One cannot tell that dozens of assistants worked
intensively on a piece, because all traces of human touch are erased (Graw, 2001). By
looking at the perfectly finished surfaces of his sculptures, no flaw can be found. When
people put their nose up to the subject, they cannot see a scratch or smudge in the paint or
finish. Even in his oil paintings there is no evidence of a painterly brush stroke. Koons
admits he is extremely demanding about how the work is produced (Attias, 1998). The
absence of flaws on the artwork leaves uninterrupted surface void of unintended textures.
“Koons insists on a ‘personal touch’ in works that in their relentlessly corporate and
industrial methods of production explicitly militate against the notion of touch. He plays both
sides of the argument (seemingly now exhausted) between those who believe art is all about
the artist’s hand and those content to draft plans that others will carry out” (Rimanelli, 1997).
This obsession with perfection and detail is one of the components which transform
Koons’s kitsch into high art. Koons believes that the viewer can easily relate to everyday
objects, and therefore these can have an impact on the viewer’s eyes. Whether people believe
that this artist’s creations are relatable or not, they cannot deny that kitsch has had a hand in
shaping America. This is a lot of what America stands for, which is overconsumption,
overindulgence, and kitsch. Kitsch is really a partner with overindulgence and
overconsumption, since it is made to be mass-produced and sold to the masses. 
Over time, there has been a hierarchy that put manufactured items below handmade
works (Ratcliff, 1992). However, Kitsch cannot be written off as unimportant, because it is
really a part of society. Many people collect kitschy objects and give them meaning. It is still
pertinent to keep in mind that someone values these kitsch things because they play a role in
their lives. 
Throughout his work, Koons address a widespread psychological investment in
material possessions. He has used space in ways that sometimes make the viewer
uncomfortable; the space is not unfavorable in itself, but it is the interaction of the space with
the kitsch-looking objects that makes the space undesirable.
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CONCLUSION
After reviewing a portion of Koons’s extensive body of art, we can conclude that use of
space in his works is meant to elevate any kitsch component into high artistic standards. He
has been able to achieve this through his perfectionism and use of materials. Although Koons
has sometimes made highly controversial pieces, one cannot deny his influence on art. He
made many direct depictions of kitsch along with sexual connotations, and put them right in
front of the viewer. Koons has a belief in every viewer’s potential, as well as the vast potential
of art as a great form of communication.
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ABSTRACT
The experiments discussed in this paper describe the turbulent
fluid pressures in breaking waves. Before actual data measurements
could be made, the instruments used were put through various tests to
determine their ability to capture accurate data. These tests were both
static and dynamic in nature. Following the tests on the pressure
measurement system, waves were produced such that they were
breaking at the instrument panel. Wave height, subsurface pressure,
and three components of velocity were measured at this point. Using
MATLAB to produce plots, waves that produce strong turbulence
were isolated and their respective pressures, as well as theoretical and
measured velocity heads were observed.
INTRODUCTION
Extensive work has been performed on the velocity characteristics of breaking waves
and the subsurface pressures of non-breaking regular waves. However, there exists little to
no research on the subsurface pressures of breaking waves. The purpose of determining these
pressures would be to determine the actual forces that act on sediment particles. Ting (2006)
has shown that breaking waves produce large-scale organized flow structures (coherent
structures) that impinge on the bed, as shown in figure 1. The purpose of this study is to
determine whether coherent structures can produce large fluid pressures at the base of the
water column.
A set of instruments was assembled to measure both the velocity and subsurface
pressures of breaking waves. Fluid pressure was measured using a pitot tube connected to a
Validyne model P55 pressure transducer. Wave elevations were measured using resistance
type wave gages, and fluid velocities were measured using a three-component acoustic
Doppler velocimeter (ADV). Control and data acquisition of the various instruments were
conducted using a data acquisition board, LabVIEWTM, and a PC computer. The sampling
frequencies were 50 Hz for the pressure and elevation measurements and 25 Hz for the
velocity data.
The pressure transducer and resistance wave gages require calibration in order to ensure
that the data taken will be accurate. The pressure transducer was calibrated by taking voltage
Figure 1. Water 
jet which could be
produced by a
turbulence structure
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readings at known differential pressures, and fitting a linear regression to the data. In the
same manner, the resistance wave gages were calibrated by moving the staff up and down in
the water surface at known depths and taking voltage readings, also creating a line of best
fit. This linear regression becomes the calibration curve which is applied to voltages taken
during the tests. 
The experiments were conducted in a 25-m-long, 0.9-m-wide, and 0.75-m-deep open
channel flume. The channel slope can be adjusted from 0.25% adverse to 3.0% positive by a
system of synchronized jacks. A constant slope of 2% was used in this study.
The flume is equipped with a piston type wave generator from DHI Water and
Environment. The wave generator is mounted on a frame that allows for adjustment of the
attitude of the wave paddle so that it will be plumb at any 0.5% channel slope increment
between 0% and 3%. A false bottom, 1 m long and 0.89 m wide, was placed underneath the
wave paddle to keep the floor level in the area of wave generation. 
A profile view of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 2, and a profile view
of the instrument setup is shown in Figure 3.
The water depth at generation for all wave conditions was 0.298 m. 
Before collecting any data on breaking waves, the pressure transducer was tested for the
measurement of both static and dynamic pressure. The static tests were completed to simply
ensure that calibrations were correct and to verify that the measurement system was working
properly, while the dynamic tests determined the ability of the transducer to pick up a dynamic
signal and any system response that may be present.
Following the testing of the pressure
measurement system, solitary, spilling breaking
waves were produced, and the pressure, velocity,
and water surface elevation were measured at both
the center of the water column and bed of the
flume. The measured velocity data was used to
search for coherent structures (see Ting, 2006).
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
Pressure System
Static Tests
Static tests performed on the transducer
included simple measurements of differential
pressure using two vertical tubes filled with
water. The depths of each tube were measured
with a yardstick, whose results were
compared to the pressure output. The second
static test incorporated the actual still water
depth and the pressure measurement while the
Pitot tube was submerged in the flume. The
wave tank was drained, and at four centimeter
increments, the draining was stopped to take
measurements. Water depth was measured
using a resistance wave gage and point gage,
along with the subsurface pressure in order to
determine whether the Pitot tube was
sufficient to measure pressure changes in the
wave tank. 
Dynamic Tests
A considerable amount of theoretical
work has been performed on the subject of
the dynamic response characteristics of
pressure transducers. In spite of this, in order
to best determine the characteristics of the
specific system that was used in this
experiment, a series of tests were performed.
These tests used small amplitude wave
theory with different periods, wavelengths,
and amplitudes to calculate the subsurface
pressure at various heights within the water
column. These calculated pressures were
compared to experimental data which was
measured at the corresponding height by the
pressure transducer. 
A total of 25 cases of differing wave
amplitudes, periods, and measurement depths
were completed. A summary of the test
conditions are shown in Table 1. In all of
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these tests, the waves were allowed sufficient
time (at least five minutes) to reach steady state
oscillation. 
Results and Discussion
The data taken from the resistance wage
gage, and pressure transducer from the flume
draining test were plotted using Microsoft Excel
relative to point gage depth along with a 45
degree line, and are shown in Figure 4. The
accuracy of the pressure measurements to that
of the wave gage and 45 degree line indicates
that the transducer used is working properly and
can successfully measure the still water depth
within the flume
The importance of determining the
dynamic characteristics of the pressure
measurement used can best be explained in the following quote:
“The extraneous pneumatic circuitry will have frequency characteristics of its 
own, affecting system response. When liquid pressures are measured, the 
effective sprung mass of the system will necessarily include some portion of 
the liquid mass. In addition, the elasticity of any connecting tubing will act to 
change the overall spring constant. Connecting tubing and unavoidable 
cavities in the pneumatic or hydraulic circuitry introduce losses and phase lags, 
causing differences between measured and applied pressures.”
-Beckwith, et al. 1982
The measured data were phase-averaged over 2000 data points. This corresponds to a
different number of successive waves depending on the individual wave periods. Theoretical
subsurface pressures were determined using linear wave theory (Dean and Dalrymple, 1984).
These physical variables are shown in figure 5.
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Figure 4. Results of the flume 
draining test.
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The maximum and minimum measured and theoretical pressures were taken from the
averaged wave records and plotted relative to each other for each individual wave period.
Trendlines were added to the data set, whose
slopes show the difference between the
measured and theoretical pressures. The
characteristics of the trendlines are shown in
Table 2, and an example plot is shown in figure
6. The regression coefficients all being above
0.94 show that the data is consistent with what
is actually happening in the system. The
variability of the slopes of these lines indicates
that there are some dynamic characteristics of
the pressure measurement system that needs to
be accounted for in any future analysis.
Because of this calculated phenomenon, a gain
function was taken for every data point in each
wave period of the phase averaged data. The
gain function is defined as:
where Pt is the theoretical pressure, and
Pm is the measured pressure. The gain
function that was plotted used the average
gain of an entire phase averaged wave
cycle over all wave heights. The gain was
then plotted relative to wave period and is
shown in Figure 7. This gain function
shows that for wave periods below two
seconds, a significant amount of pressure
is lost in the system, whether by resonance
or the sensitivity of the instrument. This
gain function could be used to compensate
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Figure 5. Variables for the subsurface
pressures calculations
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for system resonance, however, as demonstrated
by the maximum and minimum slopes of a
given period not being the same (see Table 2), it
should not be considered completely accurate.
Because of this inconsistency, the pressure
transducer should not be used for quantitative
analysis, but still could offer benefits to a
qualitative study.
BREAKING WAVE
Pressure, velocity, and water surface
elevation data were taken of a solitary breaking
wave of a height 0.22 m at generation in a
depth of 0.3 m. The data was taken at an
arbitrary location past the breaking point where
the local water depth was 0.157 m. These data
were taken on two separate days, on day one,
the measurement depth (meaning the position of
the ADV probe and the top of the Pitot tube
from the water surface) was located at 0.151 m
and on day two the depth was 0.0701 m. A 
total of 30 trials for each day were included in
data analysis.
The measured data were ensemble
averaged over all the test runs (Ting, 2006). 
The ensemble averages were subtracted from
the original data. The deviations from the mean data were defined as turbulence. The
strength of the turbulent kinetic energy can be calculated as k = 1–
2
(u’2+v’2+w’2), where u’, v’,
and w’ are the x, y, and z components of the turbulence velocities, respectively. The dynamic
pressure produced by the turbulence is related to the turbulence velocity squared. By
applying these two parameters (k and w’w’), trials with significant vertical turbulence may
be separated from those which do not. 
After determining which trials present significant vertical turbulence, the measured
pressure characteristics may be compared with theoretical pressures. The theoretical
turbulent pressures were calculated using the equation for velocity head v2/2g), where v is the
vertical turbulent velocity (w’), and g is the acceleration due to gravity (981 cm/s2). An
approximate value for the measured pressure produced by turbulence was determined by
subtracting the theoretical wave-induced dynamic pressure calculated using the wave gage
measurement from the measured total subsurface pressure. It should be noted that the
resistance wave gages used in this study are not a particularly reliable instrument for
determining wave height while there is a matrix of air in the area being measured, which is
why this value is only given as an approximation.
Figure 6. Theoretical and measured
maximum pressures for a two second
wave period
Figure 7. Gain Function relative to wave
period
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Results and Discussion
Following the charts for each of the sixty trials, the most apparent vertical turbulence
trial from each of the data sets (middle and bottom of the water column) was taken for
further analysis. The middle of the water column experienced a higher amount of turbulence
than the bottom of the water column. This is most likely due to dissipation of energy as the
turbulence descends. Because of this, both measured and theoretical turbulent velocity head
are higher in the middle region of the water column. In all data sets, the theoretical velocity
head taken from ADV measurements is much lower than the measured velocity head. The
calculated turbulent velocity head does not reach values above 0.25 cm, compared to
measured values of ±1 cm. This is most likely due to the effect of the water surface
fluctuations. Thus, the data shows that the turbulent pressure is outweighed by the randomness
of the free surface deformation occurring in the breaking process. The wave gages show a
trend in the oscillating period and to some extent the magnitude of the pressure and wave
gage data. This phenomenon may be seen in figure 8, which was taken from the strongest
structure at the bottom of the water column. If additional study is to be performed in this
area, a more reliable way to measure the elevation head would greatly aide in measuring the
actual pressure characteristics of turbulence structures in breaking waves. 
CONCLUSIONS
1. The Validyne P500 series pressure transducer attached to a pitot tube is accurate in
measuring the still water elevation head of within a wave tank
2. The gain function for wave periods ranging from 0.5 to 4 seconds has been analyzed and
plotted for the Validyne P500 series pressure transducer, and shows a significant loss at
periods below three seconds, and as accurate results above three seconds. It should also be
noted that the trendlines fitted to data suggest that the maximum and minimum values do not
both follow the same pattern, so the gain function should only be used as an approximation
to true data.
3. Pressure fluctuations produced by the free surface deformation in the breaking process
vastly outweighs the dynamic pressure produced by turbulence structures.
4. Resistance wave gage data is not accurate enough to determine the subsurface pressure
fluctuations caused by the motion of the free surface. Hence, the dynamic pressure produced
by the turbulence structures cannot be determined accurately from the total measured
pressure by subtractions.
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Figure 8. Comparison of pressure measurements and water surface elevation deviations
from the mean
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Figure 9. Strongest measured turbulent velocities in the middle of the water column
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Figure 10. Strongest measured turbulent velocities at the base of the water column
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Figure 11. Theoretical and measured velocity head at the base of the water column
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Figure 12. Theoretical and measured velocity head in the middle of the water column
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ABSTRACT
South Dakota State University wants to develop a sustainable environment. However,
the University has, thus far, refused to make a formal commitment to sustainability. This
paper examines how the ecology, communication networks, politic decisions, and issue
networks of the University have influenced the University administration to have a goal
towards sustainability yet refuse formal commitments to improving the sustainability of the
University. Interviews with individuals intimately involved with issues of sustainability at
the University are used to present a case study of events from the time sustainability became
a goal of University to current. Public administration theory is used to provide a deeper
understanding of the events, such as why the University does not make a formal commitment
to sustainability, and draw some informed conclusions. Recommendations are provided
throughout the paper in order to aid students, faculty, and the University administration in
improving sustainability efforts at the University.
INTRODUCTION
South Dakota State University (SDSU) has four goals on which decision makers rely.
The goals are listed in the University’s strategic plan titled, “Achieving National Distinction,
Strengthening Local Relevance: The South Dakota State University Plan, 2008-2012.” The
plan creates a vision that is shared by the individual colleges and other components of
SDSU. The purpose of the plan is to ensure that the University continues to fulfill its
mission and develop along its envisioned path. (Achieving National Distinction)
Goal two of the SDSU strategic plan promotes “economic growth, vibrant communities,
and [a] sustainable environment” (Achieving National Distinction). The University clearly
wants to promote sustainability efforts on campus in order to meet its goals and accomplish
its mission. Sustainability is “meet[ing] the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of the future generations…” (The Sustainable Campus).1 Is SDSU meeting its goal? 
It has made some progress towards that end, however, the University has not made any
formal commitment to sustainability outside of its strategic plan.
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METHODOLOGY
The above question is answered by examining sustainability efforts at SDSU as a case
study. Key personnel in the administration, faculty, and student and faculty organizations
were interviewed in order to establish a clear picture of campus sustainability efforts. The
information is introduced and analyzed alongside public administration theory in order to
broaden the understanding of events and draw some informed conclusions. At the end of the
paper recommendations are provided so that the administration, faculty, and student and
faculty organizations may enhance their efforts to improve sustainability on campus and
achieve the goals of the institution.
LIMITATIONS
Interviews were conducted with people that have direct and intimate knowledge about
the issue of sustainability at SDSU. However, the interview designed to represent the
position of the President’s office was conducted with Bob Otterson, the Executive Assistant
to the President, and not with President Chicoine himself. As a result, this paper does not
present the direct positions of the president on the issue of sustainability. Additionally, there
are many other people involved with the issue of sustainability on campus. Because not all
people can be interviewed, people representing the administration, faculty, and student and
faculty organizations were interviewed. Their accounts of events and positions on the issue
of sustainability do not provide the entire picture or depth of the actual issue of sustainability
on campus. Nonetheless, they have the most intimate knowledge of the issue and can provide
the best insights. 
Another, and less clear, limitation of the paper is that it is difficult to understand the
actual state of sustainability efforts at SDSU. The University doesn’t provide any data as to
its progress towards sustainability on campus. As a consequence, there is no independent,
quantitative, and objective review of the state of sustainability on the University campus.
WHY SUSTAINABILITY IS IMPORTANT
According to its mission statement, SDSU wants to “create a prosperous future for the
people of South Dakota and their communities, and for the region and the nation, through
excellence in education, in innovation and new knowledge creation and in putting
knowledge to work.” However, environmental degradation, resource exhaustion, and global
warming threaten the University from being able to accomplish its mission in providing “a
prosperous future.” If the University fails to adapt to the changing environment and prepare
future generations by addressing the current global climate change problems it cannot
provide the “excellence in education” it states as its mission. (Achieving National Distinction)
Many colleges and universities across the United States have recognized the dangers
presented by unsustainable practices at their institutions. As a result, they have signed onto
the American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment. This highly respected
and recognized commitment serves as a framework for colleges and universities to combat
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the problems of global climate change. Colleges and universities in all 50 states have signed
onto the commitment with a total of nearly 600 members. Its goal is for colleges and
universities to create and work on plans that significantly cut greenhouse gas emissions and
get campuses carbon neutral as soon as possible in order to provide a model for the
communities they operate in and prepare students for the number one challenge of tomorrow
– global environmental change. (Presidents Climate Commitment) In South Dakota, the
University of South Dakota, Black Hills State University, the South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology, and several peer institutions have signed the commitment (Poppinga).
Formal commitments such as the American College and University Presidents Climate
Commitment are important for universities who that want to improve sustainability because
they make the institution accountable to people outside the home institution, allow the
institution to collaborate and pool resources with other institutions, and provide a framework
for data collection and reporting that make progress towards sustainability measurable.
While SDSU has a goal of creating a sustainable environment in its strategic plan it has not
signed any formal commitment such as the American College and University Presidents
Climate Commitment.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY’S APPROACH TO
SUSTAINABILITY
SDSU recognizes the importance of developing a sustainable environment. Otterson
pointed to goal two of the strategic plan as a demonstration of the University’s commitment
to sustainability. But the University’s sustainability efforts are far behind other schools. As
Jane Hegland, leader of the campus organization known as Project Sustainability, said “I
come from Minnesota and to be just starting a recycling program shows just how far back
this University is in terms of sustainability.” So where exactly is the University in terms of
sustainability?
In 2006, David Chicoine was selected to be SDSU’s executive and as President he
developed the University’s current strategic plan. He has demonstrated that he is
concerned with campus sustainability by considering environmental impacts in planning,
aiding in the formation of an organization concerned with sustainability on campus, and
providing support for efforts to reduce energy consumption on campus such as replacing
outdated and/or inefficient minor appliances (i.e. compact fluorescent light bulbs and energy
efficient radiators). However, despite the improvements in sustainability, the University has
refused to clarify its commitment to sustainability through a formal commitment like the
American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment.
UNDERSTANDING THE DEPTH OF COMMITMENT TO
SUSTAINABILITY
The ecology of SDSU must be examined in order to understand why sustainability
efforts on campus have improved but the administration has refused to make a formal
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commitment to a sustainable campus. As John M. Gaus details in his essay “The Ecology of
Public Administration,” by looking at the “ecology” or “setting” it can be determined exactly
what an administration is doing and why they are doing it. Gaus suggests that examining the
“people, place, physical technology, social technology, wishes and ideas, catastrophe, and
personality” will lead to the fullest understanding of an administration. (Gaus, 79). 
The ecology of SDSU changed when Chicoine took office in 2007. It was a year when
people came together to improve sustainability at SDSU. The general public was becoming
increasingly conscious of global environmental change as a problem that needed to be
addressed. As a result, the South Dakota State Legislature passed legislation requiring all
new construction and major renovations on South Dakota university campuses to be carried
out in accordance with LEED Silver standards.2 LEED Silver standards establish a minimum
set of actions that must be made in construction for the construction to be environmentally
friendly and conserve energy (U.S. Green Building Council ). The growing public
consciousness of the global environmental change and the legislation passed by the South
Dakota State Legislature were important changes in the ecology of SDSU.
Chicoine took office in a setting of people and place expressing growing concerns for
sustainability efforts at SDSU. Chicoine’s executive assistant, Otterson, noted that Chicoine
was aware of the demands for sustainability and sought the aid of knowledgeable faculty
members to help him with sustainability issues. One such individual was Dr. Jane Hegland,
a Professor and Department Head of Design, Merchandising, and Consumer Sciences.
Hegland was given the role of organizing the first annual Plain Green Symposium by
Chicoine. She was selected because of her academic work on responsible textile practices,
interest in sustainability, and training in permaculture. The symposium was planned and
executed in partnership between SDSU and Koch Hazard Architects with the purpose 
of “bring[ing] together building professionals, government officials, students, and the 
general public to learn about and discuss varied issues affecting [the] environment” (Koch
Hazard Architects).
As Hegland organized SDSU’s role in the Plain Green Symposium, she developed a
good working relationship with the President. She expressed to him her desire to create an
organization of faculty and students that would be concerned with matters of sustainability
on campus. The President supported her and so with the help of her colleagues and friends
she founded the new organization, Project Sustainability, on September 19, 2007 (Frank).3
Hegland detailed the organization’s main goals as educating people on the issues, expanding
recycling on campus and helping ARAMARK, the University’s food service provider,
improve sustainability. The organization she helped create has been part of the reason
sustainability efforts have improved on campus.
Some successes Project Sustainability has made are expanding recycling on campus,
coordinating with the SDSU’s ARAMARK Food Service Manager to improve practices, and
holding meetings consisting of faculty and students that help to create a node for information
on the goal of a sustainable campus. Most of the group’s accomplishments have been
achieved by working from the bottom up. Project Sustainability will set a goal and
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communicate with others in order to achieve it. It doesn’t result from administrative policies
but, rather, from the voluntary actions of people in the position to influence procedures on
campus. For example, the organization was able to convince ARAMARK to go trayless at
select dining locations in order to conserve water and energy. Such achievements can be
attributed to the hard work and dedication of individuals in the organization and those they
influence. Without the organization’s close connections with the administration and
Chicoine’s support they wouldn’t have been able to achieve as much as they have.
As Garnett discusses in his essay, “Administrative Communication: The Concept of Its
Professional Centrality,” decision makers are influenced by the many channels of
communication at hand. Among those numerous channels of communication available, it is
the “informal lines of communication” that often heavily influence the decisions that are
made (Garnett, 259).4 Hegland and other faculty members a part of Project Sustainability
have the unique advantage of informal lines of communication with the administration. This
is because the faculty members often know each other, and when brought together through
an organization, they are able to communicate outside of the traditional communication
channels. They often have long lasting work and non-work related relationships. For
example, Hegland is able to communicate directly with the President because she forged a
working relationship with the President when she organized the University’s role in the Plain
Green Symposium. Hegland said that Otterson often sends emails asking how things are
going for Project Sustainability. This level of communication between faculty members and
the administration allows the organization to let its concerns be heard by the people in the
positions to do something about them. 
While the close relationship between Project Sustainability and the administration can
be helpful, it also creates some problems. One problem is that faculty members may be
unwilling to ask others to make the necessary changes because it may strain their
relationships. This conflict of obligations negatively impacts the goals of the organization.
Another problem is posed by the temporal quality of accomplishments achieved through
“informal networks”. Agreements that are made through “informal networks” are usually
based on the relationship over which they were made and lack the official quality of
agreements that arise through the formal communication channels. As such, the
advancements made through informal networks can easily be reversed. Project Sustainability’s
type of relationship with the administration helps explain why the University has made
changes towards sustainability but has not made any formal commitment.
Project Sustainability often works with Sierra Club, another green organization on
campus. Andy Janes and Alison Wipf, concerned about environmental issues, founded Sierra
Club in the fall of 2007. Janes explained that the organization was formed because they felt that
their previous organization Students Helping Animals and the Environment (SHARE) wasn’t
accomplishing anything because it’s concerns were too broad. Sierra Club would focus on
just the environment and “hopefully make some positive changes at the University.” Janes
says the goal of the organization is to inform and educate people about environmental issues.
3 The organization wasn’t given the name Project Sustainability until a couple months later.
4 Informal lines of communication are often referred to as the “grapevine.”
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Hoping to accomplish some positive change at SDSU, Sierra Club asked Chicoine to
sign the American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment. Sierra Club
believed that, because the commitment is so widely accepted and because it does not require
any concrete limits to be set, they would be able to get Chicoine to sign the commitment.
They chose to show student support for the commitment by getting signatures from faculty
members, student organizations, and the Student’s Association. They were able to get nearly
20 student organizations and 60 faculty members to endorse the commitment. Their major
accomplishment came when the Student’s Association, which represents the entire student
body, voted in favor of endorsing the commitment. In April 2008 they made an appointment
with the President’s office to present the commitment.
The club did not meet with Chicoine. Instead, they met with his executive assistant,
Otterson. Otterson explained that he makes decisions based on what he knows of how the
President thinks. He also advises the President as to what he thinks is the best course of
action. During the first meeting between Otterson and Janes, Janes explained what the
commitment was, how it worked, and why the University should sign it. When Janes was
finished, Otterson told Janes that he didn’t think the President would go for it but he should
stop back in a week to make sure.
A week later, Janes again met with Otterson in his office. Otterson explained that
Chicoine was unwilling to sign the commitment because it required a reduction in green
house gas emissions. Because the University relies on a coal-burning central heating plant it
would be unable to “abide by the spirit of the commitment.” Janes explained that the
commitment did not require the University to stop burning coal but merely required the
University to come up with a plan to replace the burning of coal in the future but Otterson
held firm. By returning to the examination of SDSU’s ecology, it becomes apparent that
“physical technology” is an important influence on the administration because the coal-
burning central heating plant is not something that can easily be replaced.
While Janes was disappointed with the President’s decision not to sign, he hopes that in
the future the President will sign the commitment. One aspect that Janes found surprising
about the new administration was that he was unable address the President directly. The
limited openness of the new administration effects how decisions are made in the
administration. Students and student organizations are unable to influence the administration.
As a result, the administration has made only small efforts to improve sustainability on
campus. The students are unable to get the formal commitments to sustainability that they
seek from the administration.
Because the students are unable to openly communicate with the President the
administration cannot reflect the student’s desires in policy. Recalling Garnett’s ideas of
communication, it can be determined that the students will not have the same effectiveness in
communicating with administration because they may experience “blockage[s]” when
Otterson acts as an intermediary (258). They must rely on Otterson to properly transmit their
message to the President. Students and their organizations lack the informal lines of
communication that serve as such an integral part to decision making. Thus, what the students
communicate to the administration has less influence on the decision making process.
Because students experience blockages, when it comes to creating a sustainable
campus, students have worked within their own organizations in order to get things done.
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Janes gave one such example with the original recycling program that was later expanded
through the efforts of Project Sustainability.5 As Student’s Association senator, Justin Goetz
worked hard to establish a recycling program on campus in 2006. Goetz encountered many
problems in getting his message heard by the administration, and when they did hear he had
problems with their willingness to cooperate. When creating the recycling program, Dean
Kattelmann, the Assistant Vice President of Facilities and Services, told Goetz that he would
not allow his janitors to empty the recycling bins that were being put up. As a result, Goetz
created a recycling taskforce consisting of student volunteers on campus that would empty
the recycling bins and take them to designated dumpsters that they obtained through a
donation from Cooks, the garbage disposal company that services the University. Eventually,
Goetz was able to secure money from the Student’s Association in order to create a paid
position on campus to handle recycling which ensured that the program would remain
effective and continue into the future.
As new programs arise Kattelmann is placed with an increasing burden on his
department. He must be able to manage more when he already has a lot to manage and do so
without adequate funding. Facilities and Services is responsible for supporting all functions
of the University, such as maintaining buildings.
Kattelmann sees sustainability efforts on campus as something that should be weighed
with a cost/benefit analysis in order to make fiscally smart business decisions. “Many things
just make sense,” he said in reference to sustainability measures. However, he feels that
students need to share the responsibility and that everything can’t be put on the
administration. He gave an example, “We don’t have a parking problem. We have a problem
with students not wanting to walk.”
Kattelmann is interested in seeing certain developments on campus that will make it
greener. He has been known to show up for pProject sSustainability meetings in order to hear
the groups concerns. He has taken several measures to conserve energy and water on campus
such as installing motion sensors in rooms so that lights will only turn on when they are
required. Often, however, blame falls on him for not doing more to make the campus
greener. As a result, Kattelmann is quick to defend his position. But, he notes, “not every
idea is bad, just some can’t be implemented.”
A reason that some ideas may not be able to be implemented is, for example, a lack of
money to do it. When SDSU was mandated by legislature to meet LEED Silver standards on
all new construction and major renovation projects they did not include any appropriation of
funds. As a result, Kattelmann must make tough choices on how to spend the money he does
have. “It takes money away from other things we could be doing,” when talking about things
he could do to help make the campus greener.
Chicoine, like Kattelmann, is willing to accept measures that make the University more
sustainable as long as they make financial sense. But if they don’t, he will reject them. This
was the case with his rejection of the American College and University Presidents Climate
Commitment. For the President and his assistant, it didn’t make sense to go green because
coal is a cheap way to heat the University (Poppinga). Financial decisions enter into public
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administration as political choice as is described by Rubin in her essay, “The Politics of
Public Budgets.” 
According to Rubin, because budgeting is an open process, it reflects the political
environment of the administration creating the budget. Chicoine has been busy expanding
fundraising from “philanthropists, state funding, corporate relations and money from tuition
and fees” (Fugelberg). According to Otterson, His efforts have resulted in an increase 
from fundraising sources but no funds have been allocated to expand sustainability efforts 
on campus.
While the ecology of SDSU includes efforts to create a sustainable campus they are
relatively small given the overall environment. The budget reflects this political choice. While
a green campus is not a high priority for Chicoine, he is willing to improve sustainability on
campus in areas that don’t require an allocation of scarce resources. The President doesn’t
want to be obligated to allocating scarce resources to sustainability efforts on campus. This is
why there have been some small increases in sustainability efforts on campus by the
administration but not a formal commitment. 
Chicoine has acknowledged the role for sustainability in ways that don’t require him to
allocate scarce resources. As stated by Janes and Otterson, two major steps the University has
taken are; one, purchasing as much energy as possible from renewable energy sources and
two, moving the University towards a walking campus. These steps do not require any serious
changes in expenditures but go a long way in moving the campus towards sustainability. 
Chicoine is aware of movements to improve sustainability on campus and reflects it in
his goals and actions. His actions seem to reflect the successive limited comparisons method
of decision-making as is detailed by Lindbloom in his essay, “The Science of Muddling
Through” (Lindbloom, 223). He understands that some groups, like Project Sustainability
and Sierra Club, have a goal to create a green campus while other groups also have their
goals which sometimes stand in stark contrast to a green campus.
As a result, he makes small incremental decisions that continually adjust to the changing
inputs and demands from the parties involved. The goal is non-comprehensive and based 
on successive comparisons. For example, in implementing a walking only campus, Chicoine
is doing so with successive comparisons. In 2008, he cut off access to vehicles on select 
parts of campus. Next year, he will cut off access to even more parts of campus based on 
the responses he received from the public in 2008. As Chicoine successfully implements 
his current goals he will certainly draw from his experiences and attempt to implement 
other green campus measures in the future. This also explains why the University has not
made a formal commitment to a green campus but has taken small incremental changes
towards sustainability.
One reason that sustainability on campus has not been a priority for the administration
is the lack of information networks around the issue. According to Heclo in his essay titled,
“Issue Networks and the Executive Establishment,” issue networks are “the many whose
webs of influence provoke and guide the exercise of power” (Heclo, 441). Members of issue
networks have shared knowledge on the issue they wish to influence. 
At SDSU, issue networks concerned with sustainability on campus consist of
environmentally concerned faculty and students. Since environmental issues such as global
environmental change are part of so many disciplines one might suspect that the issue
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network formed around sustainability on campus would be larger then it really is.6 However,
for an issue network to exist, knowledgeable individuals must attempt to affect policy with
their understanding of the issues. (Fugleberg)
Few faculty members and students seek to influence the sustainability policies of the
administration. Hegland feels that there are not many people on campus that act on their
concerns and attempt to influence the administration towards sustainability. Another
indicator is the membership in organizations such as Project Sustainability and Sierra Club.
Membership in these organizations is low and active membership is much lower.7 Whatever
the reason, it is clear that few people that who are knowledgeable about the issues seek to
influence the administration’s policies. This limits the pressure on the administration to
pursue a green campus. As a result, SDSU has not made a formal commitment to a sustainable
campus. Instead, the University makes small changes towards sustainability on campus
reflective of the pressure the small issue networks are able to apply to the administration.
RECOMMENDATIONS
In order for SDSU to meet its goal to provide a sustainable environment it needs to
strengthen its efforts. One weakness has been the University’s hesitation to make any formal
commitment to sustainability. A formal commitment would clarify the University’s goal of
sustainability, allow the University to collaborate with other institutions in order to achieve
sustainability, and provide a framework in which it can work to achieve sustainability. In
order to improve sustainability on campus it is important that the University understands its
current state and devises a clear plan on how to improve sustainability. A formal commitment
to sustainability through such a framework as the American College and University
Presidents Climate Commitment would serve to formalize the University’s goal to provide a
sustainable environment and make progress quantitative and traceable. 
Because students experience communication blockages with the President’s office it is
important that those blockages be removed. As Hegland said about Chicoine, “he has said
time and time again the reason we are here is the students.” By removing communication
blockages between student organizations and the President’s office the President can account
for their concerns in administrative decisions. It is also possible that the President may decide
differently about making a formal commitment to sustainability after hearing the student’s
concerns directly.
It is also important for the faculty and students to take extra steps in order to improve
the University’s sustainability. The small issue networks that have been formed around
campus sustainability are not enough to pressure the President to increase his efforts towards
sustainability. It is important that faculty and student organizations broaden their bases,
encourage active membership, and actively seek to influence the administration on the issue
of sustainability. 
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encounter the subject of sustainability or global environmental change in their disciplines.
7 There are fewer than 7 active members in Sierra Club and nearly the same for Project
Sustainability.
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The successes that have been achieved through informal lines of communication need
to be formalized. By formalizing the accomplishments that have been achieved through
informal lines of communication it is more difficult for the administration to reverse course.
This does not mean that all communication must occur through formal networks. Rather,
once an agreement has been reached through an informal network it should also be made
through the formal network.
CONCLUSION
The ecology at SDSU changed when Chicoine took office. A growing political
consciousness of global environmental change, mandates by the South Dakota State
Legislature, and the formation of faculty and student organizations around the issue of
sustainability and the environment influenced the President to improve sustainability on
campus. Reinforcing the President’s commitment to improving sustainability on campus is
the informal communication networks that exist between the President and Project
Sustainability members.
However, there is not enough pressure to convince Chicoine to allocate scarce resources
towards improving sustainability. The President’s reliance on the limited successive
comparisons method of forming public policy reflects the pressures different issue networks
are able to bring to bear upon him. The President is attempting to balance the different
demands and wants of various groups and information networks but may be unable to
adequately gauge their demands due to the limited communication that exists between the
President’s office and student organizations. 
SDSU has a goal of providing a sustainable environment and has taken steps to
improve the sustainability of the University. However, it has not made any formal
commitment to sustainability. The University’s reason for making small changes towards
sustainability but not making a formal commitment can be explained by the ecology,
communication networks, politic decisions, and issue networks of the University. 
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ABSTRACT
Numerous protocols are available for the isolation of plant genomic DNA. Often times,
these protocols utilize a wide variety of solutions. The primary purpose of this project was to
examine the use of LiCl for the removal of RNA contaminants within genomic DNA
samples and its dependency on incubation time and temperature. Our results indicate that
LiCl is sufficient for the removal of high molecular weight RNA contaminants from genomic
DNA. In addition, our results illustrate varying incubation times with LiCl yield minimal
differences in the recovery of genomic DNA and the removal of RNA contaminants.
Alternatively, different incubation temperatures produce greater variation in the recovery of
genomic DNA and the removal of RNA contaminants. The genomic DNA that was extracted
using the appropriate incubation requirements was examined for possible use in downstream
applications via polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 
INTRODUCTION
Plant genomic DNA isolations can often be a dirty job in the sense that DNA
extractions can also extract RNA, which leads to contaminated DNA samples. One major
problem with contaminating RNA is that it can inhibit downstream applications that use
genomic DNA (Jobes, Hurley et al. 1995). Currently, laboratories are capable of eliminating
contaminating RNA from their genomic DNA by using commercial genomic DNA
extraction kits or protocols that utilize RNase (Kaufman 1995; Kang and Yang 2004). RNase
is a ribonuclease that degrades RNA (Nichols and Yue 2008). One drawback of using RNase
is its ability to contaminate laboratory settings. Therefore, RNase could be problematic for
laboratories that are dependent on full length RNA isolation for functional analysis of gene
expression. In addition, some laboratories do not use genomic DNA extraction kits because
of their high costs. 
Since some laboratories cannot use RNase to eliminate RNA contamination from
genomic DNA, a variety of protocols have been developed to utilize different chemicals to
assist in the removal of contaminating RNA. Such methods include the use of differential
precipitation of nucleic acids using salts (Jobes, Hurley et al. 1995) or CsCl gradients
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(Ausubel 1992; Foster and Twell 1996). In this study, the use of LiCl for differential
precipitation of nucleic acids will be examined in order to develop an efficient method for
the removal of RNA contaminants. Jobes, in an attempt to remove RNA from a genomic
DNA sample, used a final concentration of 2 M LiCl with incubation requirements ranging
from –20°C to 4°C with associated incubation times of 1 h. to overnight respectively (Jobes,
Hurley et al. 1995). In an attempt to differentially precipitate nucleic acids, we will evaluate
the use of LiCl, final concentration 3 M, with incubation requirements ranging from –20°C
to approximately 27°C and incubation times of either 10 min. or 20 min.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant Material
Winter Wheat; Triticum aestivum (cv. Winoka)
Genomic DNA Extraction
Leaf tissue (0.1-0.2mg) was ground in liquid nitrogen and resuspended in 1mL
extraction buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 100 mM EDTA; 250 mM NaCl) and 20% SDS
was added to a final concentration of 2.5% SDS. Proteinase K (10 mg/mL) was then added
to a final concentration of .05 mg/mL and incubated for 1 h. at 55°C. Samples were
centrifuged at 4°C for 10 min. at 20,000 g. The supernatant was transferred to a new tube and
the pellet was discarded. The supernatant, which contained the total nucleic acid (TNA) and
contaminating proteins, was extracted twice with an equal volume of phenol chloroform/
isoamyl alcohol followed by single extraction with chloroform in order to remove
contaminating proteins. In each case, separation of the organic from the aqueous layers was
achieved by centrifugation at 4°C for 5 min. at 20,000 g. TNA was then precipitated from the
resulting aqueous phase with the addition of 3 M sodium acetate to a final concentration of
0.3 M followed by the addition of 0.6 vol isopropanol and incubation on ice for 10 min. The
nucleic acid was precipitated by centrifugation at 4°C for 5 min. at 20,000 g. The supernatant
was removed and the pellet, consisting of genomic DNA and RNA, was washed with 200 μL
of 70% ethanol and centrifuged at 4°C for 5 min. at 20,000 g. The supernatant was discarded
and the pellet was dried under a vacuum. In preparation to test for the removal of RNA, the
pellet was resuspended in 200 μL of TE (10 mM Tris; 1 mM EDTA). A sample of 8 μL was
set aside and three aliquots of 64 μL each were prepared using the remaining volume. 
Removal of RNA with the use of LiCl
In order to determine the optimal conditions for the removal of contaminating RNA in
the genomic DNA samples, an equal volume of 6 M LiCl was added to each of the
previously made aliquots. Samples were then incubated under the following conditions: I. -
20°C for 10 min.; II. Ice for 10 min.; III. Ice for 20 min.; IV. 5°C for 20 min.; and V. Room
temperature for 20 min. Samples were centrifuged at 4°C for 10 min. at 20,000 g and the
resulting pellets were washed with 70% ethanol. The supernatant containing the remaining
nucleic acid was processed by the addition of 3 M sodium acetate to a final concentration of
0.3 M and the addition of 0.6 vol isopropanol with incubation on ice for 10 min. The nucleic
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acid was pelleted by centrifugation at 4°C for 5 min. at 20,000 g. The supernatants were
removed and both the pellets from the LiCl precipitation and the sodium acetate precipitation
were washed with 70% ethanol. All pellets were resuspended in 20μL of TE. 
Spectrophotometric Analysis
All resuspended pellets, including the TNA pellet, were analyzed using the NanoDrop
ND-1000 Spectrophotometer. Samples were diluted with TE to provide similar
concentrations before analysis with gel electrophoresis.
Gel Analysis
Integrity of samples was evaluated using a 0.8% agarose gel, TAE (Tris-acetate-EDTA)
Buffer, and 0.5 μg of Lambda DNA/EcoR1 + Hind III Marker (New England Biolabs) which
was used as the molecular marker. 
Image J Analysis
In order to quantify results from gel analysis, Image J was used to generate plots
reflecting nucleic acid levels for each sample. Image J is a software program used to analyze
images (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Percent composition was determined after drawing a
baseline on each plot generated by Image J to obtain the areas under the following curves:
genomic DNA, high molecular weight RNA, and low molecular weight.
Downstream applications-PCR
PCR was performed using the PrimeSTAR® HS Premix (Takara Bio Inc.). Samples
consisted of genomic DNA (50 ng), dNTP (0.2mM), PCR buffer (1mM Mg2+), and PCR
primers (0.2 uM of each forward and reverse primers ordered from Integrated DNA
Technologies). The control sample contained zero genomic DNA. Cycling was performed
with the Applied Biosystems 2720 Thermal Cycler using the following cycling program:
98°C for 7 min.; 35 cycles of 98°C for 30 sec., 54°C for 5 sec., 72°C for 1 min.; 72°C for 7
min.; 4°C for infinity. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1. Spectrophotometric analysis results for TNA.
As seen in Table 1, TNA was successfully obtained as calculated from the A260
readings. The A260/A280 values reflect possible contamination of nucleic acid with proteins
or materials that absorb at A280. As observed, the value is approximately 2 indicating that
the removal of proteins was efficient. Our protocol also resulted in minimal contamination
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with co-precipitants as is reflected by the high values of the A260/A230. In order to further
examine the integrity of the genomic DNA, it was necessary to visualize the sample via gel
electrophoresis (Figure 1). Gel electrophoresis was performed using a Lambda marker to
indicate sizes of genomic DNA, high molecular weight RNA, and low molecular weight RNA.
Figure 1. Analysis of TNA on a 0.8% agarose gel.
Analysis of the LiCl pellets and resuspended genomic DNA pellets showed numerous
implications based on the variables among time and temperature requirements that were
tested. Table 2 represents samples after the addition of LiCl that were left on ice for both 10
and 20 minutes along with a sample incubated at -20° for 10 minutes. No major differences
could be observed when analyzing the nucleic acid concentrations for the samples left on ice.
This implicated that the differences between 10 and 20 min. incubation periods are minimal.
Therefore, to improve efficiency in the lab, a 10 min incubation period could be used to
achieve genomic DNA isolation.
Table 2. Spectrophotometric analysis results of LiCl pellets and final DNA.
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The sample incubated at -20°C yielded a large amount of genomic DNA. However,
incubation at this temperature removed a significantly smaller amount of high molecular
weight RNA. In order to improve results in downstream applications, we discourage the use
of incubation at –20°C (Table 2). Table 3 demonstrates that incubation on ice for 20 min.
removes more nucleic acids after LiCl precipitation, but the resuspended pellet that
underwent incubation at 5°C yielded more genomic DNA. This data was also analyzed using
gel electrophoresis (Figure 2) and Image J (Figure 4). 
Table 3. Spectrophotometric analysis results of samples incubated for 20 min. at varying
temperatures.
Figure 2. 0.8% Agarose gel of samples that underwent incubation on ice, 5°C, and room
temperature for 20 min and 0.5μg Lambda DNA marker. Lanes 2-4 are resuspended LiCl
pellets. Lanes 5-7 are resuspended genomic DNA.
Based on Figure 2, LiCl does an excellent job at removing high molecular weight RNA
and yields samples that contain significant amounts of genomic DNA. Low molecular weight
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RNA still remained in many genomic DNA samples (Figure 2). However, incubation at 5°C
removed the most low molecular weight RNA.
To quantify results, Image J was used to analyze the nucleic acids for LiCl pellets and
resuspended genomic DNA. Figure 3, shows an Image J plot of a TNA sample. A baseline
was drawn across each plot to generate composition values. These values were then converted
into percentages in order to show their contribution to total nucleic acid concentration
(Figure 4). 
Figure 3. Image J plot of TNA composition.  Peak I represents genomic DNA. Peak II
represents high molecular weight RNA. Peak III represents low molecular weight RNA.
Figure 4. Graph showing percentages of nucleic acids yielded from each sample.
To ensure that LiCl treatment can produce genomic DNA that will be useful for
downstream applications, PCR was performed using genomic DNA that was achieved using
LiCl at 5° for 20 min. It can be seen from these results that the use of LiCl for RNA
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precipitation can isolate genomic DNA that can be successfully amplified with the use of
PCR (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Gel analysis of PCR product using 0.15 μg of PCR Marker (New England
Biolabs), zero which contained no genomic DNA, and genomic DNA isolation sample from
5°C incubation.
CONCLUSIONS
A final concentration of 3 M LiCl was successful at differential precipitation of nucleic
acids; therefore, allowing one to remove high molecular weight RNA contaminants from
plant genomic DNA samples. Based on the results, the most efficient incubation
requirements for LiCl treatment consist of 5°C for 10 min. In addition, incubation on ice is
also sufficient. Pending the desired quality of genomic DNA, one may not need to incubate
at –20°C for 1 h. nor 4°C for overnight (Jobes, Hurley et al. 1995).
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ABSTRACT
Vibratory feeder bowls are used to feed small parts into various stations. At each station
the parts will be rejected or accepted depending on the orientation of the part. This analysis
was for Royal Plastics, Inc. who was looking to increase the production by increasing the
part feed rate of one of their vibratory feeder bowls. As the parts are orientated they will be
fed to a new station and often used in robotic systems that produce larger assembled
products. The scope of this analysis is to produce a detailed analysis of the vibration system
required to move parts through the system. Using MATLAB, we were able to model the
system and show how different spring configuration would affect the flow of the parts
through the system. From this analysis, we were able in to increase production and reliability
of the system. 
INTRODUCTION
This research will be focused on improving the real time application of a vibratory
feeder bowl as shown in Figure 1. Royal Plastics, Inc. approached us to improve the function
of a feeder bowl in order to speed up the cycle time on the machine. This improvement will
increase their productivity on the assembly line.
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Figure 1: A Vibratory Feeder Bowl at Royal Plastics, Inc.
Our initial analysis was to determine how we could increase the vibration of the feeder
bowl in order to feed parts at a faster rate to the next step in production. A simple way of
increasing the velocity would be to reduce the amount of resistance applied it the bowl. In
order to obtain the spring constant applied to the motion of the bowl we will determine the
correct combination of steel plates used in the mounts. We will do this by modeling all
spring, damping, and forces applied to the vibratory feeder bowl through modeling.
Motion of the feeder bowl is limited to the radial direction with one degree of freedom
(DOF). We can model this to show that all springs (steel plates) are in parallel and at an
identical radius from the center of the bowl. Simplifying the model will give us a single
spring constant. The dampening from the springs will be assumed to be negligible and the
only dampening on the feed bowl would be viscous effects from the air. Using this
information, the entire feeder bowl was then broken down into a simple one DOF model, as
shown in Figure 2. This model contains a single spring constant, Keq , and a single viscous
dampener, Ceq .
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Figure 2: Simplified Free Body Diagram of the Feeder Bowl
METHODS
The spring constant is represented as equation (1). The spring constant is modeled 
so simply because each spring will deflect the same amount, which is the definition of a
parallel spring. 
kT= k1+k2+k3+k4 (1)
The viscous dampener can be shown as equation (2). Since the viscous dampener is air
this was just shown as a simple c.
(2)
Where: 
µ is the viscosity of the air
D is the assumed diameter of the affected air
d is the diameter of the feeder bowl
h is the height of the air from the bottom of the feeder bowl
l is the length of the affected air on the sides of the feeder bowl
For the equation of motion, we start out with Newton’s Second Law of motion,
equation (3). Then the moments created by the excitation force, spring force, and damping
force were set into equation (3) and the results are shown in equation (4). 
(3)
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(4)
Where:
Mo is the resultant moment about point O
Io is the mass moment of inertia about point  O
F(t) is the excitation force
θ is rotational angle of the feeder bowl
r is the radius of the feeder bowl
Assuming that F (t) = Fo cos (ω*t) and the negative terms are moved to the left side of
the equation and the results of such equation will be shown in equation (5). This equation
will represent the equation of motion for the vibration analysis of the feed bowl mechanism.
(5)
The




Substituting equation (6) into equation (5) would yield equation (8) for equation 
of motion.
(8)
These equations will be used to find the steady state response as well as the transient
response. Once we find our information we will know whether the system is undamped,
under-damped, over-damped, or critically damped. Then we will know which total 








keq is the equivalent stiffness
meq is the equivalent mass moment of inertia
ζ is the dampening ratio
Due to ζ (the dampening ratio) being relatively close to zero and thus causing no
considerable change in total displacement we will now assume the vibratory feeder bowl to
be undamped.
Undamped system of equations:
(13)
In equation (13), θh(t) is the homogenous solution, θp(t) is the particular solution, and θ(t) is
the total solution. Under normal operating conditions, the particular solution dominates the
vibration responses. We may ignore the homogeneous solution. From reference [1], we have
the particular solution as follows:
(14)
(15)
In equations (14) and (15), is the angular magnitude of the feeder bowl and ω is the
frequency of the excitation force.
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RESULTS
We used the equation (15) to plot the vibration response curves of the feeder bowls under
two different spring configurations. Both curves are plotted by Matlab by using the codes
given in the appendix. Figure 3 represents the curve for the original spring configuration
before the redesign, and Figure 4 shows the curve for the redesigned spring configuration. 
Figure 3. Motion of the Feeder Bowl with Original Spring Configuration
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Figure 4. Motion of the Feeder Bowl with Redesigned Spring Configuration
DISCUSSION
Using equation (15) we obtain the vibration response of the feeder bowl under the
excitation force, and can now better understand the effects of the spring constant on the
velocity and displacement in terms of θ for the feeder bowl. Through analysis of the system
using Matlab, we were able to change the total spring constant and determine what sizes of
the hot rolled steel plates were necessary to achieve maximum displacement without causing
damage to the machine. 
The current feeder bowl design will only allow .09 rad of motion. This is based on the
distance measured between the electromagnet providing the force and the bowl. We relate
this distance x to θ by the equation x=r*θ. By analyzing Figure 3 we find our total
displacement is currently .04445 rad.
Since we only have two sizes of steel plates in the current design to remove and make
adjustments with, we will start by removing one of the thicker plates. This change in the
spring constant only yielded 1/3 of the total desired change in maximum displacement. By
deduction and reasoning we removed three large plates and were able to produce Figure 4.
The figure shows the new displacement in radians that would occur by removing three large
plates from the mounting legs.
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Our desired θ was .09 and by analysis of the graphs this change in the spring constant
shows to be exactly what we desired. With the new spring setup we are able to maximize the
vibration of the feeder bowl without causing damage to the spring. We now plan on taking
the results of our study and recommendations to Royal Plastics, Inc. Hopefully our findings
will benefit them and their business.
LIMITATIONS
The major limitation for the accuracy of the project was that the material dampening
was not taken into effect. The material is stiff with internal friction that damps the system,
but that analysis is beyond the scope of this analysis.
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APPENDIX
% Vibratory Feeder Bowl
format long
m= 40; %mass of bowl
E= 2.07*10^11; %modulus of elasticity
l=.13743; %length of springs (meters)
width=.077; %width of springs (meters) 
t1=.00965; %thickness of spings (meters)
t2=.00647; %thickness of spings (meters)
w=60*2*pi; %frequency
D= .4572; %diameter of bowl
d= .1524; %air around bowl (horizontal)
h= .1524; %height of bowl
l1= .2032; %air around bowl (vertical)
u= 1.82*10^-5; %viscosity of air
x=.001; %max displacement
radius=.2286; %radius of bowl
%moment of Inertia for springs
I1= (width*t1^3)/12;
I2= (width*t2^3)/12;
%mild steel hot rolled spring equivilence
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ABSTRACT
Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are characterized by social deficits in emotional
comprehension. Since typical emotional attribution improves when using the left visual field,
effects of lateralization on facial affect assessment were compared between children with
ASD, pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS) and typical
development (TD). The ASD group showed significantly lower percent accuracy, longer
response time and slower pulse rate than the TD group. Within the ASD group, there was a
significant right visual field bias in emotional attribution tasks, which contrasted with the left
visual field bias seen within the TD group. The PDD-NOS group demonstrated no visual
field advantage. Emotional attribution tasks could be an assessment tool to differentially
diagnose disorders within the autism spectrum.
Keywords: autism, visual field bias, emotional comprehension
INTRODUCTION
Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are characterized by social deficits in emotional
comprehension with evidence that individuals with ASD use an atypical approach to
processing emotions (Celani, Battacchi, & Arcidiacono, 1999; Hay & Cox, 2000). Typically,
the right hemisphere together with subcortical limbic structures synthesize elements of
emotion into a “perceptual Gestalt” facilitating a visceral understanding of the overall
meaning of the expressed emotion (Brosnan, Scott, Fox, & Pye, 2004; Plaisted, Dobler, Bell,
& Davis, 2006). Research indicates that individuals with ASD instead rely on the left
cerebral hemisphere, which analyzes information and considers specific features of facial
expressions using a “piecemeal encoding” approach (Pierce, Muller, Ambrose, Allen, &
Courchesne, 2001; Rutherford & Towns, 2008).
In addition to cerebral activity, physiological reactivity (e.g., heart rate, blood pressure,
electrodermal activity, temperature, etc.) has been measured to examine responses to
emotional stimuli (Bernat, Patrick, Benning, & Tellegen, 2006). There is evidence that the
transition from one affective state to another is accompanied by a 2 to 15 beats-per-minute
shift in pulse rate (Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008). Children with ASD tend to not
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show this distinctive departure from baseline heart rate in response to emotional stimuli
(Corona, Dissanayake, Arbelle, Wellington, & Sigman, 1998). Instead, they show a muted,
more controlled autonomic reaction (Willemsen-Swinkels, Buitelaar, Dekker, & Van
Engeland, 1998). Therefore, without a strong psychophysiological feedback response to
condition the right hemispheric neural pathways, people with ASD may need contrived left
visual field practice in viewing faces to overcome their emotional processing deficits. 
To test the role lateralization has on emotional perceptions, the current study compared
the effects of isolating visual fields on performance in tasks of facial affect assessment
between children with ASD and those with typical development (TD). Participants with ASD
were expected to have lower accuracy, longer reaction times and slower finger pulse rates
than TD participants when viewing emotional pictures. Emotional face stimuli viewed in the
left visual field were predicted to evoke the highest accuracy, the shortest reaction time and
the fastest finger pulse rate. Both participants with ASD and the matched TD control
participants were expected to show a similar visual field bias pattern favoring the left visual
field (i.e., the right brain hemisphere)
METHODS
Participants
Eighteen school-aged participants between the ages of 5 and 13 years (M = 9.11, SD =
2.03) participated in this study. Nine participants (M = 9.00 years of age, SD = 2.18) had
pervasive developmental disorders on the autism spectrum. Six of these participants met the
State of South Dakota Department of Education criteria for autism. The PDD-NOS group
consisted of three participants who had pervasive social and cognitive deficits identified by
the school diagnostics team as subthreshold autistic symptoms. Nine typically developing
participants (M = 9.22 years of age, SD = 1.99) served as matched controls to the ASD and
PDD-NOS participants by chronological age and gender. Participants were treated in
accordance to the “Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct” (American
Psychological Association, 2002) in addition to the guidelines established by the Human
Subjects Committee of South Dakota State University. The SDSU Institutional Review
Board approved the project.
Materials
SuperLab, version 4.0, software (Cedrus Corporation, 2008) was employed to present
emotional face stimuli showing happy, sad or angry expressions. Participants were required
to match the facial emotion displayed on screen for 3.5 seconds to one of three
corresponding labeled emoticons on the subsequent response-choice screen, as seen in
Figure 1. SuperLab recorded accuracy and reaction time of each response. Visual stimuli
were sourced from an educational photo bank and Microsoft Office public domain clip-art.
These images were modified using Adobe Photoshop Elements, version 4.0 (Adobe Systems
Inc., 2005), to include only shoulder-to-face shots with softened white backgrounds. A panel
of six college-aged judges categorized the pictures into three emotions (happy, sad, angry).
Only pictures with an inter-rater correlation of at least 0.80 were presented as stimuli. 
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Biopac Student Lab Pro Software (Biopac Systems, Inc., 2007) was used to record and
analyze finger pulse measurements using a reflection photoplethysmograph wrapped around
the participant’s index finger of the non-dominant hand. Data was converted into beats-per-
minute (BPM) pulse rates by averaging the total number of beats over the total visual field
block time interval. At 3.5 seconds per stimulus presentation, each visual field block was
designed to last approximately 3 minutes. Liu, Conn, Sarkar and Stone (2008) reported 2 to 4
minutes to be adequate for detecting physiological reactivity in similar Biopac and computer-
based tasks.
Design and Procedure
Participants completed three blocks, each consisting of thirty-eight presentations of
different emotional faces. Each block presented the same set of facial affect stimuli, but
participants used a discrete visual field for each block: both visual fields (BVF), left visual
field (LVF) or right visual field (RVF). With both eyes uncovered, participants started with a
practice block to allow for adjustment to the headband, plethysmograph and procedures.
After the practice block, participants again used both eyes to view the stimuli. For the
remaining two blocks, the participant’s left or right eye was covered with a patch attached 
to a headband to contrive visual field lateralization. The order of the lateralized visual field
was counterbalanced. 
The project was designed to be a mixed 3 (development: ASD, PDD-NOS, TD) x 3
(visual field: BVF, LVF, RVF) factorial experiment. An alpha level of .05 was adopted for
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significance in all analyses. Three measures were collected: SuperLab recorded accuracy and
reaction time for emotional attribution of each facial affect stimuli, and Biopac measured
finger pulse rates over each visual field block.
Results
Total mean accuracy scores reflected that ASD participants were less accurate (M =
72.08%, SD = 21.48) than PDD-NOS participants (M =79.53%, SD = 7.87) and TD
participants (M = 87.82%, SD = 6.03). The ASD group had a significantly higher mean
accuracy when using the right visual field (M = 75.44%, SD = 22.68) than when using both
visual fields (M = 69.74%, SD = 24.73), t(5) = -2.60, p = .05 (two-tailed). 
A 3 (development) x 3 (visual field) mixed-model ANOVA revealed a significant main
effect of development on reaction time, F(2, 15) = 4.24, p = .04. A post-hoc Tukey HSD test
showed that the mean total reaction time of the ASD group was significantly greater than that
of the TD group, p = .03. A significant main effect for visual field was not found. However,
exploratory paired-samples t tests revealed significant differences in reaction time between
the LVF and BVF within the ASD group, t(5) = 4.67, p = .01 (two-tailed), and within the TD
group, t(8) = 2.29, p = .05 (two-tailed). The PDD-NOS participants showed no significant
differences in reaction time among visual fields. Mean total reaction times are summarized in
Figure 2, in which visual field bias patterns are evident between the developmental groups
and within visual fields. Note that only the ASD group showed a significantly reduced
reaction time when using the right visual field.
Finger pulse rates (BPM) were compared using a 3 (development) x 3 (visual field)
mixed-model ANOVA and revealed significant effects of development, F(2, 15) = 3.66, p =
.05, and visual field, F(2, 30) = 5.64, p = .01. A post-hoc Tukey HSD test validated that the
means for the ASD group and the TD group significantly differed (p = .04), but the mean
BPM for the PDD-NOS group did not significantly differ from the ASD group (p = .30) or
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the TD group (p = .86). Paired-samples t tests comparing mean pulse rates were conducted to
examine the developmental groups’ visual field patterns depicted in Figure 3. For the ASD
and PDD-NOS groups, mean pulse rates were slowest when using BVF, faster using the LVF
and fastest using the RVF. However, for the TD group, the fastest mean pulse rate occurred
when using the LVF. Within the ASD group, there were significant differences in mean BPM
between the LVF and BVF, t(5) = -3.94, p = .01 (two-tailed), and between the RVF and BVF,
t(5) = -2.87, p = .04 (two-tailed). The TD group had significant differences in mean BPM
between the LVF and BVF, t(8) = -4.06, p <.01 (two-tailed). The PDD-NOS group showed
no significant differences in BPM among visual fields. 
DISCUSSION
As expected, ASD participants had the lowest percent accuracy, longest reaction times
and slowest finger pulse rates in carrying out emotional attribution tasks when compared to
the other participants. Significant differences were also obtained in reaction time and pulse
rate when participants used distinct visual fields. However, the hypothesized left visual field
advantage was only found within the TD group; the TD group produced their highest mean
percent accuracy, shortest mean reaction time and fastest mean pulse rate when emotional
face stimuli were viewed with the left eye. Conversely, the ASD group demonstrated an
advantage when viewing the facial affect stimuli in the right visual field. Interestingly, the
PDD-NOS group did not significantly differ from the TD group or the ASD group in percent
accuracy, reaction time or pulse rate. Furthermore, unlike the other groups, the PDD-NOS
group did not show significant discrepancies in performance when using different visual
fields. Consequently, the findings that ASD participants had a consistent right visual field
bias in all three measures further supports a left-brain approach for emotional processing at
perhaps even a basic physiological level. 
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The present findings corroborate other results in similar research. For example, Ashwin,
Chapman, Colle and Baron-Cohen (2006) found that ASD participants were significantly
less accurate than matched TD participants in recognizing photographs of basic emotions.
The BPM findings were consistent with the expected normal range for pulse rates in children
(60 – 100 BPM) and with similar studies of physiological reactivity in ASD populations
(Bölte, Feineis-Matthew, & Poustka, 2008; Liu et al., 2008). Additionally, changes in pulse
between visual fields concurred with the published change in heart rate in response to
altering affect stimuli (2 – 15 BPM) (McManis et al., 2001). Furthermore, the left visual field
advantage found in the TD group replicated previous findings of TD individuals responding
faster to stimuli in the left visual field (Bourne, 2008; Piggot et al., 2004). The current
findings of a right visual field bias for ASD participants are supported by the “piecemeal”
emotional processing theory proposed by others (Grelotti, Gauthier, & Schultz, 2002; Rosset
et al., 2008).
Due to limited access to pediatric populations with developmental disorders, the present
study had a small sample size, particularly in the PDD-NOS group. The PDD-NOS
participants in the current study were classified as PDD-NOS based on education criteria set
by the school diagnostic team. It may be that the PDD-NOS group had learning disabilities
that affected social interactions, thus creating shared ASD symptoms. Despite these
shortcomings, the PDD-NOS participants, as expected, did not perform as well as the TD
participants in accuracy or reaction time when assessing facial emotions. Consequently,
future studies will not only include separate and equal groups for both the ASD and PDD-
NOS participants, but will also validate both diagnoses using reliable assessment tools (e.g.,
Autism Diagnostic Interview – Revised) (Lord, Koenig, Klin, & Volkmar, 2008).
In the present study, total percent accuracy seemed the least affected by factors of
development or visual field. The exposure time (3.5 s) may have allowed for ASD
participants to correctly deduce the emotion by assessing specific features (e.g, a turned up
mouth, a furrowed brow, etc.) instead of holistically understanding the emotion. Clark,
Winkielman and McIntosh (2008) reported that typical, young adults extract emotional
information from faces in as little as 10 ms. In future studies, a shorter presentation of
emotional facial stimuli should be used to reduce the piecemeal tendencies of the ASD group
and therefore acquire a better understanding of the deficits in accuracy and response time.
Last, the study’s method for isolating visual fields was a limitation. Most studies
(Ashwin, Wheelwright, & Baron-Cohen, 2005; Bourne, 2008) measuring lateralization in
face processing use the chimeric face test in which one half of the facial stimuli expresses an
emotion and the other half expresses a neutral expression. Visual field bias is quantified by
the accuracy in identifying the emotion when it is presented in the left or right visual field
(i.e., the left or right half of the chimera). A left visual field bias in typical populations has
been extensively reported for emotion perception using chimeric faces (for review, see
Adolphs, 2002). However, some reports (Butler et al., 2005) indicated problems with the
chimeric face test and eye movement patterns that disrupt the heuristics used to determine
which cerebral hemisphere is being engaged. This was of particular concern for the current
study enlisting children with ASD. In an effort to limit erratic or overly biased eye movement
patterns, a patch was designed to occlude one eye while the participant sat directly centered
at the computer screen. Whether occluding an eye with a patch is isolating the left or right
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visual field as reliably and accurately as the chimeric picture test has yet to be determined.
However, the current findings not only confirmed the widely reported left-visual field/right-
hemisphere dominance in typical emotional processing using chimeric tests, but also verified
the accuracy and reaction time deficits seen with ASD participants using chimeric tests.
The results of the present study have exciting implications. First, reaction time and
pulse rate measurements on emotional recognition tasks could be used as a tool to
differentiate children with developmental disorders. The unexpected difference found
between the ASD group and the PDD-NOS group in trends for visual field advantage may
offer a subtle but important marker for differentiating disorders within the autism spectrum.
Testing visual field bias may be a helpful addition to the battery of ASD diagnostic tests by
including the phenotype of a right visual field bias. Further studies are underway to
investigate if more severe autistic symptoms correlate with stronger right visual field
performance patterns. Other implications of the present study include potential for
interventions with children who have an ASD diagnosis. It is also possible that an early
preference for the right visual field does not maximize the emotion-favored right brain
hemisphere when viewing facial expressions and thus contributes to the atypical social
development in autism spectrum disorders. Future studies are planned to test if left visual
field practice could improve affect comprehension in children with ASD. Children with ASD
may be able to train their brains to become more expert at noticing and even understanding
the subtle and complex emotional cues others perceive by using a more effective Gestalt
processing strategy. 
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ABSTRACT
Mutated winter wheat lines were screened for improved drought resistance compared to
the wildtype by withholding water for 3 weeks after 9 weeks of normal growth, and noting
their responses upon re-watering. Of the 146 mutants grown, 73% were either killed due to
water stress or showed poor recovery, while 27% recovered better than the wildtype line.
This experiment enabled the selection of candidates for further investigation to better
understand the genetic basis of drought tolerance in winter wheat.
INTRODUCTION
As both population pressure on the earth’s resources and desertification due to global
climate change continue to accelerate, the need for agricultural utilization of traditionally
inarable land will likely become necessary. In order for production on marginal land to be a
viable part of the solution, improved lines of staple crops must be identified and developed.
These improved lines must grow and provide appreciable yields under conditions of stress
not conducive to the cultivation of current lines of these crops.
Wheat is the third most widely cultivated crop in the world (by weight), behind maize
and rice, and its continued production is essential to adequately supply global food systems
[1]. However, as with other crops, many problems for their continued growth are on the
horizon, and have already begun to surface. These problems include reduced rainfall in many
places as a result of global warming, overgrazing that results in soil erosion and accelerates
desertification, intensified human water usage, and soil acidification, salinization, or heavy
metal contamination through poor management practices, industrial processes, or a
combination of the two.
In China, the world’s most populous country and leading wheat producer, drought
frequency and intensity has been increasing over the past 5 decades in the nation’s main
wheat-producing areas, with the most severe occurring in late 2008 through early 2009
[2][3][4]. Fortunately, a massive crop failure has been averted this growing season due to
both significant government-directed irrigation programs and sufficient rainfall resuming
again in mid-February through March in most of the afflicted areas [5]. This disturbing
phenomenon is not only unique to China; drought conditions have been increasing throughout
the world over the past several decades [3]. 
Short-term water deficiency can be counteracted by increasing cellular solute
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concentration in order to lower osmotic potential, and thus retain water within the plant’s
cells. However, this mechanism is not sufficient to account for survival amid prolonged
water stress [6]. This study was undertaken to screen and select for drought resistant winter
wheat in order to provide winter wheat breeders with drought resistant cultivars, as well as
allow for the molecular analysis of drought resistance. Observations of plant turgor and color
were made throughout the experiment, specifically noting the extent of recovery among
drought resistant mutants. 
MATERIALS & METHODS
Plant material
Seeds of 146 hard red winter wheat mutants derived from the Winoka wildtype, a
cultivar bred in South Dakota. 
Growth Conditions
Five seeds of each mutant and the wildtype were planted 2-2.5 cm deep in a hexagon
arrangement 3-4 cm from the side of plastic pots having a top diameter of 19 cm, a bottom
diameter of 15 cm, and a height of 18.5 cm, using approximately 2.75 L of soil per pot; a
teaspoon of extended release fertilizer pellets was mixed into the bottom half of the soil in
each pot. The plants were watered as needed for the first 9 weeks, before completely
withholding water for a 3-week period. Regular watering was then resumed for the next 10
days and observations were made regarding responsiveness.
RESULTS 
As represented by the depiction in Figure A, all 146 mutant plants showed healthy
growth for the initial 9-week period.
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Figure A. Healthy plants prior to drought stress
During the 22-day drought, the plants responded by losing either a majority or virtually
all of their turgor and green pigmentation, as seen in Figure B.
Figure B. Plants during drought stress
Upon re-watering more than a quarter of the mutants began to regain turgor and green
pigmentation in at least some of their leaves, with some lines displaying impressive recovery
within a week. Figure C reveals the differential extent of recovery that occurred amongst these
lines, while Figure D underscores that most mutants, however, did not survive the drought.
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Figure C. Gradient of drought recovery (WT in the middle).  
Figure D. Drought susceptible mutants that did not recover. 
The proportion of mutants showing either no drought recovery upon re-watering, or that
recovered but to a lesser extent than the wildtype, compared to the number of mutants that
displayed greater drought tolerance than the wildtype is documented in Chart 1. 
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Chart 1. Drought recovery classifications for mutant lines
The most drought resistant mutant, which regained color and turgor in 50-60% of the
leaves, is shown in Figure E, next to the control at the same age, in Figure F, having
experienced no water stress at any time during its growth.
Figure E. Most drought resistant mutant Figure F. Unstressed control
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Seed mutagenesis of the wildtype cultivar resulted in 39 lines of hard red winter wheat
plants that demonstrated greater drought tolerance than the wildtype cultivar. The four
mutant varieties judged by the experimenters to be the most drought resistant, as well as a
few from the drought susceptible and those displaying an intermediate response, have been
replanted to validate the results of this experiment. If confirmed, an analysis of differential
gene expression will be undertaken in order to understand the molecular basis for the observed
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gradient of drought resistance. Candidates for improved drought resistance can also be
identified and developed as single seed descent lines. 
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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes the bolts and screws necessary to secure a certain wind turbine
design to a silo. The analysis is divided into two major segments. First is the determination of
maximum wind velocity and the resultant forces from the given wind conditions. The resultant
force is determined from the dynamic pressure caused by the wind velocity and the surface
area of the wind turbine blades. Second is carrying out the fatigue analysis to ensure the
chosen bolts and screws will not fail. This is done through the use of a Goodman line diagram.
In order for the fatigue design to be carried out, an initial bolt size had to be assumed and
then the calculations determined if the assumption was sufficient.
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this project is to design a wind turbine mounting system that will
mount onto the existing silo of a vertical axis wind turbine. This project will be used to assist
a current wind turbine senior design project. Some goals in meeting our objective are to
determine the best possible mounting design and to find the best type of brackets and bolts to
use. We will also do fatigue and stress analysis on all components.
This topic was chosen because of growing interest in renewable energy. One of the
most important parts about designing and building a structure is to make sure that it is safe
and that it is going to be durable and lasting. For this reason, the mounting bolts and brackets
are the things that need to be analyzed just as closely as the turbine performance itself. If the
structure failed people could be injured. There would also be a huge loss in money and
possible lawsuits. It is for these reasons it was decided to use methods that we learned in
class of design machine elements to carry out design and analysis.
Strength and fatigue design will both be used in the project. Different types of bolts will
be analyzed and values such as pitch, number of threads, diameter, length, and type of
material will be determined. Several possibilities for loads including torsional loads and axial
loads will be determined also.
METHODS
The forces acting on the wind turbine are calculated with the pressure created by the steel
mounting plate along the perimeter of the concrete silo. Equation 1 is used in these calculations.
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(1).
Where:
P - Pressure (lbf/in)
F - Force (lbf)
A - Area (in2 or ft2)
Since the wind turbine in this case will be subjected to a variation of loads over time it
is important to carry out a fatigue design. Fatigue failure results when a part undergoes a load
for a certain amount of time and eventually breaks or bends. In terms of the part, this is
referred to as the fatigue life or million life. The million life cycle strength can be calculated
from equation 2 below.
(2). 
Where:
Sn’ – RR Moore endurance limit
CL – Load factor
CG – Gradient factor
CS – Surface factor
CT – Temperature factor
CR – Reliability factor
The slope of the application line is given in equation 3 below:
(3).
Where:
σa – alternating stress
σm – mean stress
k – the slope of design application line
These equations are used to carry out the fatigue design. A Goodman line is most
commonly used when the mean stress is not equal to zero. It is known that the forces
produced by wind are never constant and always fluctuating. We can use this idea to make
the assumption that the mean stress over time is not equal to zero.
The entire mounting system is modeled as a cylinder connecting from a shaft in the
center as shown in Figure 1. This design does not show the cross members as it was first
determined that the current design provided enough structural support and may also be
cheaper to manufacture due to its simplicity.
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Figure 1. Mounting Base
The mounting base contains holes that are drilled all the way around in a pattern where
the bolts will attach that will be analyzed. Some things to consider when analyzing the bolts
will be the thread count and its pitch. Others will be the fatigue of the nut and bolt
combination. This analysis will be done as an axial load. Figure 2 shows the nut and bolt
assembly that will be considered. A critical piece of information in this design will be to
determine whether the nut or bolt will fail under normal operating conditions. All data related
to materials are from reference [1]. We have not yet determined what the bolt and thread size
will be, but we will make initial assumption and determine if the assumption will be
sufficient through calculation. With this information we can carry out the fatigue analysis.
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Figure 2. Nut and Bolt Assembly
RESULTS




Substituting (5) into (4), we have the following equation
(6).
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In equations (4) – (6);
F – the applied force
P – the dynamic pressure
A – the cross-sectional area of the turbine blade
ρ – the density of air
V – the wind velocity
gc – the USCS gravity constant
(7).
Due to moments created by the wind the sum of moments about the pivot point of the
blades will equal 0 and each bolt will experience a force of F/2:
(8).




In equation (9), Sy is the yielding strength of the bolt material.
A safety factor (SF) of 4 is used in the design calculations according to [1]:
(12).
(13).
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(14).
The bolt diameter is rounded to 7/8”. Now that we know how big our bolt size will be,





With the above information we can now construct the Goodman line as shown in figure 3.
Figure 3. Goodman Diagram
From figure 3, σa = 25 ksi. From [1], we have
(19).
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(20).
CONCLUSION
The above calculations show that the applied load is well within the fatigue analysis
parameters. This means that under normal conditions we will not have to be concerned with
the bolts failing and causing structural damage. We applied a factory of safety of four for
several reasons. The first is weather. The state of South Dakota has been known to receive
some severe tornados. We want to take this into account so that even under severe weather
the design will not fail. The second is that there are many unknown variables in this design.
The wind conditions at any given moment are very unpredictable. The unpredictability of the
wind can cause unpredictable stresses. When there are unpredictable forces and stresses
involved in a design it is good practice to use a safety factor of four.
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ABSTRACT
Yellow-flowered alfalfa (YFA) has great potential to improve rangelands in the
Northern Plains. Greater than 99% of YFA seeds from soil were viable but less than 4%
germinated under standard laboratory conditions. The objective was to determine if low
germination was due to physical or physiological seed dormancy. The experiment utilized a
random complete block design with two trials, eight replications per trial. Each replication
consisted of ten treatments plus a control, four stratification treatments consisting of a
combination of two temperatures (-5°C, -20°C) and two durations (48 hr, 72 hr), one warm
treatment (4 min, 60°C), four sandpaper scarification treatments with one grade (220) and
four durations (2 sec, 4 sec, 6 sec, 8 sec), and one 17-18 M sulfuric acid treatment with
duration (30 sec trial 1 and 25 min trial 2). Seeds were planted at the same time in plastic
trays filled with potting soil and maintained in a growth room at constant temperature. Tray
water content was maintained daily by misting. Number of seedlings, light intensity and
temperature were recorded daily for seven days and then every third day for 28 days. Two-
sample t-test was used to determine the sandpaper scarification treatments significantly
increased the final emergence (88%) compared to control (28%) in both trials. Sulfuric acid
had a greater final emergence than control. As the duration of the acid treatment increased
from 30 sec to 25 min, the emergence increased from 37% to 76%. Results from
stratification treatments varied between two trials. There was no significant difference
between warm treatment and control for both trials. 
Keywords: Medicago sativa subsp. falcata, yellow-flowered alfalfa, legume, emergence,
hard seed, scarification, stratification
INTRODUCTION
Although alfalfa has been planted on millions of acres and more than 100 varieties have
been developed over the past 100 years in North America since its introduction, incidences
of alfalfa becoming naturalized in North American rangelands are extremely rare
(Rumbaugh 1982). However, recently it was discovered that a population of predominantly
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yellow-flowered alfalfa (YFA) (Medicago sativa subsp. falcata) has become naturalized on
private and adjacent public rangeland in northwestern South Dakota (Smith 1997, Xu et al.
2004). YFA, a legume native to the Middle East and Central Asia, was introduced to western
South Dakota by N. E. Hansen at the turn of the 20th century from Siberia (Rumbaugh,
1979). YFA has a natural range of adaptation up to 64°N in Siberia where climatic conditions
are comparable to the northern Great Plains of the United States of America (Hansen 1909).
YFA is more winter-hardy, more drought tolerant, and grazing tolerant than other alfalfas due
to its deep-set crown and fibrous root systems (Berdahl et al. 1989). It has been proven to be
more persistent in rangelands in the Northern Great Plains (Berdahl et al. 1989). The
occurrence of a population with the ability to reproduce naturally in native rangeland points
strongly to its value for rehabilitating millions of hectares of severely depleted rangelands
worldwide. Previous research and/or producer observations have shown the benefits of
interseeding of YFA into a native mixed-grass rangeland that included increase forage
production and quality, nitrogen fixation, carbon sequestration, carrying capacity and animal
production, and improved wildlife habitat (Mortenson et al, 2004, 2005, Smith 1997, Boe et
al. 1998). It shows the potential to increase long-term sustainability of the ecosystem. 
While naturalized YFA populations and seed bank exist (Xu et al. 2004, 2008), the
seedling survival of YFA is not high (Rumbaugh 1982). The YFA seedling recruitment and
establishment success rate under natural condition are presently unknown. Results from
preliminary study demonstrated that greater than 99% of YFA seeds in the soil seed bank
were viable but less than 4% germinated under standard laboratory conditions (Xu et al.
2008). The lack of understanding about what factors (physiological dormancy vs. physical
dormancy) inhibit the germination is a critical deficiency. Until this information becomes
available, it will be difficult to properly utilize YFA in the semiarid rangelands. Being part 
of the legume family, alfalfa has the hard seed coat characteristics that prevents germination
by keeping moisture from entering (Kinch et al. 1914). This study was designed to test 
two hypotheses. The first hypothesis was to test whether the germination was inhibited by
physical dormancy which could be improved by methods of scarification. The second
hypothesis was to test whether the germination was inhibited by physiological dormancy
which can be improved by methods of stratification. The objectives of the study were to
determine: 1) the effects of mechanical and acid scarification on the seedling emergence 




The seeds used for this study were hand harvested from a naturalized population of
alfalfa in the Grand River National Grassland (45º49’N, 102º33’W), South Dakota. It was
important to use hand harvested seeds because mechanical harvesters could pre-scarify
seeds. About 10,000 intact seeds were carefully selected by hand under a 4x magnifier on a
light table for the study. 
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Scarification Treatments
There were five scarification treatments that tested the physical dormancy hypothesis
and consisted of four sandpaper treatments and one acid treatment. A Forsberg scarifier lined
with a sheet of grade 220 sandpaper was used to scarify the seeds for four durations of 2, 4, 6
and 8 seconds. For acid treatment, seeds were soaked in 17-18 M sulfuric acid for 30
seconds (Muir and Pitman, 1987) in trial one. Due to results from blotter germination tests
conducted between the two trials, the acid treatment duration was increased to 25 minutes for
the second trial.
Stratification Treatments
There were four cold stratification treatments consisting of a combination of two
temperatures (-5°C, -20°C) and two durations (48 hr, 72 hr). The seeds were double bagged
to prevent moisture loss and then put into freezers. There was one warm treatment where the
seeds were placed in a dry oven at 60°C for 4 minutes which is comparable to the time that a
grassland fire would burn through (Martin et al. 2975, Cushwa et. al, 1968).
Experimental Design
The experiment utilized a random complete block design with two trials, eight
replications per trial. Each block was a 54 cm x 27 cm x 6.5 cm tray filled with Pro-Mix
peat/bark growing medium. There were 11 rows per block, each row being a treatment,
including one control row. Fifty seeds were planted per row to a depth of 1.0 to 1.5 cm.
The seeds were planted at the same time and kept in a growth room on a 12 hr day/night
cycle. Light intensity was maintained between 35-84 µmolms and temperature was
maintained between 20°C-25°C. The trays were maintained at maximum water capacity
daily by misting. The locations of trays were rotated within two shelves daily to prevent
microenvironments from developing.
Data collection and analysis
An emerged seed was considered when the cotyledon emerged through the growing
medium surface. The number of emerged seeds, light intensity and temperature were
recorded daily for seven days and every third day for 28 days total for each trial. The percent
daily emergence rates were calculated and graphed. A two-sample t-test was used to calculate
the significance of the final emergence of each treatment compared to the control at α=0.05. 
RESULTS
The scarification treatments significantly (P< 0.05) increased the final emergence of
YFA seeds compared to the control in both trials (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). The final emergence of
control treatment varied between 26% to 28% from the trial two to the trial one. The final
emergence of the acid treatment was significantly higher than the control treatment (P<
0.05); 39% of seedlings emerged in trial one and 76% in trial two. For the sandpaper
scarification treatments the final emergence ranged from 82 to 90% with a mean of 88% for
trial one and 50 to 91% with a mean of 79% for trial two. 
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The daily emergence rates of the physical scarification treatments were higher than that
of the control. In trial one the average daily emergence rate of the four sandpaper treatments
varied between 41% and 47% while the acid scarification treatment increased the rate to
19% (Fig. 1). In trial two the daily average emergence rates showed an increase for the
sandpaper treatment of 35% to 71% compared to the control (16%). The acid scarification
treatment for trial two produced a high emergence rate of 63% (Fig.2). 
Figure 1. Percent seedling emergence of YFA subject to physical treatments AT (acid
treatment for 30 seconds in 17-18 M sulfuric acid), SG1D1 (sandpaper scarification by grade
220 sandpaper for 2 seconds), SG1D2 (sandpaper scarification by grade 220 sandpaper for 4
seconds), SG1D3 (sandpaper scarfication by grade 220 sandpaper for 6 seconds), SG1D4
(sandpaper scarfication by grade 220 sandpaper for 8 seconds) and CK (control) for trial one. 
Figure. 2. Percent seedling emergence of YFA subject to physical treatments AT (acid
treatment for 25 minutes in 17-18 M sulfuric acid), SG1D1 (sandpaper scarification by grade
220 sandpaper for 2 seconds), SG1D2 (sandpaper scarification by grade 220 sandpaper for 4
seconds), SG1D3 (sandpaper scarfication by grade 220 sandpaper for 6 seconds), SG1D4
(sandpaper scarfication by grade 220 sandpaper for 8 seconds) and CK (control) for trial two.
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The results of the stratification and warm treatments on the final emergence varied
between trials. There was no difference detected between the treatments and the control in
trial one (P>0.05). However, on trial two the stratification treatments of -20°C for 48 hrs and
72 hrs significantly (P<0.05) increased the final emergence (43%) compared to the control
(26%) (Fig. 3). 
Figure 3. Percent seedling emergence of physiological treatments CT1D1 (stratification at
temperature -5°C for 48 hrs), CT1D2 (stratification at temperature -5°C for 72 hrs), CT2D1
(stratification at -20°C for 48 hrs), CT2D2 (stratification at -20°C for 72 hrs) and CK
(control) for trial two. 
DISCUSSION
The results clearly demonstrate that the most effective method of improving the
seedling emergence of YFA proved to be scarification, particularly sandpaper treatments.
This indicates that the low emergence of YFA is probably due to physical dormancy which
was consistent with the results from previous research done on the legume species Galactia
elliottii (Muir and Pitman, 1987). Acid treatments significantly increased the seedling
emergence of YFA although there was a dramatic difference between the two trials. Seeds
that were soaked in the acid for 30 seconds showed an emergence increase to 37% while
seeds that were soaked for 25 minutes had an emergence rate of 76%. This suggests that
there was a positive correlation between the duration of acid treatment and seedling
emergence rate up until the acid breaks through the seed coat and begins destroying the
embryo of the seeds. Similar results were reported for other legume species (Cushwa et al.
1968). Emergence was enhanced by scarification, possibly by increasing the permeability to
water and gases (Cushwa et al. 1968).
The stratification treatments did not show a consistent response indicating that the low
seedling emergence was probably not due to physiological dormancy. These results support
the findings of previous research on the freezing and thawing of other leguminous seeds
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which reported that freezing seeds to -20°C had little to no effect on germination (Busse,
1930). However, colder temperatures and longer durations have shown to increase
germination in sweet clover (Melilotus sp.) and purple-flowered alfalfa (Medicago sativa)
seeds (Busse, 1930). Further research could be done experimenting with different cold
temperatures and durations. 
Although the warm treatment had no effect on emergence in this study, a previous study
examining the effects of moist heat and dry heat on leguminous plants showed that
dormancy breaking temperatures ranged from 45°C to 80°C and 45°C to 90°C, respectively
(Martin et. al, 1975) so further experimentation with treatments at different temperatures
might produce different results. However, Martin and his colleagues (1975) concluded 
that dry or moist heat exposure 4 min in the range of 90°C to 110°C was lethal to all seed
they tested. 
The practical applications of this study would be to use the results to determine a 
pre-treatment for YFA seeds that would help in their establishment success when interseeded
in rangelands and pastures. 
LIMITATIONS
This study was conducted through the course of one summer, three months, so the main
limitation of the study was time constraint. If the study was to have two trials with 28 day
growth periods none of the treatments could take more than a few days to complete. This
prevented the use of stratification treatments with long durations. 
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ABSTRACT
With the emergence of photovoltaic technologies, there is a strong technological
demand for high-performance photovoltaic devices. One of the most promising device
concepts developed at SDSU is organic-based photovoltaic cells. The performance of the PV
cells is controlled by charge generation and charge separation, and charge transportation
processes. Extraordinary control over the properties of the organic photovoltaic materials
will be needed in order for this research to succeed. Therefore, the interior electric field and
the macro electric properties of the system are the foundation behind these facts and are
critical properties on their performance. In this paper, the fundamentals of the interior electric
field for these photovoltaic cells have been reviewed. Computer modeling by using finite
element analysis combined with Monte Carlo method for these photovoltaic materials has
been conducted for better understanding the performance of the cells. By creating multiple
possible molecular distributions of a cell, many important issues such as the current flow and
energy lost to the rising temperature have been compared. 
Keywords: Photovoltaics, Solar Cell, Electric field, Modeling 
INTRODUCTION
In today’s society the solar cell could provide a much needed alternative to produce and
sustain the quality of life that we live in today. The greatest advantage to using electricity
created by photovoltaic cells is that it uses a resource that is never ending unlike the use of
fossil fuels. The PV cell uses the suns energy to produce energy that does not harm the
environment or add to global warming [1]. According to the US Department of Energy, “the
amount of the sun’s energy that reaches the Earth’s surface every hour is greater than the
total amount of energy that the world’s human population uses in a year [2].” By researching
and improving PV cells we could greatly reduce the negative effects impacting and
destroying our environment daily. 
Unlike previous uses of the sun’s light, such as solar panels to create heat, photovoltaic
cells can actually store energy in a battery and use it later as electricity [3]. This process is
known as the photoelectric effect. A photovoltaic cell creates electricity by first absorbing the
sun’s rays. These rays are made up of photons. Photons are small individual particles that
carry an amount of energy. The amount of energy that is carried by each photon is 
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determined by its wavelength. This energy and the band gap energy of the PV cell determine
which wavelengths can be used to create electricity.
The band gap energy of a material is the difference between the valence band and the
conduction band. These are the lowest and highest energy levels for an electron, also known
as when the electron is in a bound state or a free state. It is this difference that determines
what photons are too weak to free an electron which in turn pass through or are reflected
away from the PV cell. Some examples of different materials band gap energies are shown in
Figure 1. The energy that is absorbed is transferred into the electrons within the atoms in the
PV cell. It is at this time, due to the extra energy gained by each electron, they are able to
escape their bound state in the semiconductor material that makes up the PV cell and roam
freely and in turn become a part of the electrical current in the cell.
Figure 1. Band gap energies for silicon, gallium arsenide, and aluminum gallium arsenide.
Another aspect of the makeup of the PV cell includes an “n” layer and a “p” layer, see
Figure 2. These layers are made up of extra electrons and holes respectively. The way these
two layers are put together form a junction which in turn creates an electric field [2]. The
semiconductor material and this junction together cause an electrical current to freely run
through the PV cell. This current is then able to pick up the electrons that escape the
semiconductor material and bring them to the external load, shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. P and N type layers, Figure 3. Current to external load.
extra holes and electrons.
Currently the use of PV cells is minimal. The main reason for this is the cost. Although
this is something that is being worked on, the fact that the efficiency of a PV module or array
is still less than 25% greatly impacts people not to invest in them yet. However, the
improvements being made on where the modules and arrays can be placed, such as roof tops
and inside skylights, is very promising. 
Some major aspects of a PV cell that affect its performance is the band gap energy 
that its material make up has, the amount of reflected light, as well as the elements
resistance. Over two thirds of the energy lost from the sun light is due to the photons that 
do not have enough energy to remove an electron and the photons that have more than
enough energy. The reason that the photons with more than enough energy cause energy loss
as well is because the energy not used to remove an electron cannot be used elsewhere so it
is simply discarded.
One way to improve a PV cell’s efficiency would be to work on a way to lower the
band gap energy but still have the highest power. As stated before, the power output of the
PV cell is the current times the voltage. The voltage is also affected by the band gap energy
because the lower the band gap energy the lower the voltage becomes. Overall, you must
find the most efficient combination for the band gap energy to absorb the most photons to
create the highest current while keeping the voltage as high as possible within the PV cell.
Another key part of a photovoltaic cell is the molecules that make it up. The two main
phases that exist in a molecule are acceptor and donor, each with important traits. An
electron donor helps the semiconductor in the cell by giving up one or more conduction
electrons which is done by becoming ionized/positively charged [4]. Similar to the donor, the
accepter also helps the semiconductor. However, the acceptor gains the given electrons in
order to create holes in the conduction band [4]. The results of having both donor and
acceptor are that of the conduction band, which allows current flow across the PV cell, in
turn creating electricity. Shown in Figure 4 is the photovoltaic process which only occurs due
to the electron donor and acceptor.
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Figure 4. Photovoltaic process.
THEORY
This research strongly relies on the understanding of the electromagnetic field and use
of three-dimensional finite element analysis based on Maxwell’s equations governing
classical electromagnetic propagation in dielectrics. Maxwell’s equations provide the
mathematical basis for rigorous analysis of classical electromagnetic wave propagation.
Maxwell originally proposed an arcane system of 20 equations in 20 unknowns. The system
was subsequently simplified by Heaviside and Hertz to its modern form, namely [5, 6]
(1)
Where B is magnetic induction, E is electric field intensity, D is electric displacement, J is
current density, and H is magnetic field intensity. Continuity of E and H is required in order
to define the spatial derivatives. Note that in (1) bold letters represent vectors, × is the curl
operator, and time derivatives are denoted by a dot above the variable. 
The weak form of the scalar integral operator available to be applied in the conventional
finite element formulation is 
(2)
Where Ω is the domain of integration, Σ is its boundary, and n is the outward unit normal
vector to Σ. Proportionality factors, µ, ε, and σ, are magnetic permeability, dielectric permittivity,
and conductivity, respectively. G is the so-called test function over the wave domain.
Given the above mathematical preamble, the finite element procedure consists of
partitioning or discretizing interior domain Ω into a number of subdomains or finite
elements. The field is approximated over each element by an interpolating or shape function
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depending on values at discrete notes on or in the element. Consider a 3-dimensional 8-node
element, as shown in Figure 5, having a 3-D magnetic, thermal, electric field capability with
limited coupling between the fields. The shape function matrix and node vector for element
m are written as 




(x) and 0 are row 8-vectors and fK
m(t) are column 8-vectors for the three field
components.
All of the above information is already programmed into the ANSYS program that is
used to find the desire data for this research. 
In order to completely understand the process and results of this research, generating
molecular distribution (donors and acceptors) in the given materials with desired volume
percentage by using Monte Carlo Method, i.e., the random number function in the Microsoft
Excel program, is also very important. The first step is to generate a random number. The
function to do this is =rand(). This generates a number between 0 and1. However, the
process does not end here because unless you want to go through my hand and determine if
it is above or below the percentage cut off you must also understand the if function. The
function you have to type in the cell this time is something similar to the following,
=IF(B1>0.3333,1,2). The way this function works is you first specify the cell with the
random number, B1. Next you use a greater than or less than sign, in my case it is greater
than. Following that you must specify the percentage. In my case I used 33.33%, which is
equivalent to 0.3333. Then after inserting a comma you must specify if the function is true
what the number should change to. This means that if B1 is greater than 0.3333 then it
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changes to a 1. In the function a second comma is inserted to define what happens if the
function is false. In this case, if B1 I less than 0.3333 then the cell changes the number to 2.
With the understanding of this information you will now be able to understand the remainder
of my research.
MODEL, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION 
Finite element analysis is a way to solve a problem with too many questions. The way it
works is by making assumptions that simplify the problem to the point that it becomes
solvable with the resources you have [4]. By dividing up the given cell area into many
elements (pieces), we are able to become more accurate with our work and solution. In this
work, a cube with dimension of 10 µm × 10 µm × 10 µm is chosen and split into 30 times in
each direction. This in turn breaks the one cube into 27,000 tiny cubes.
Figure 6. Example of a solar cell’s distribution.
In order to continue solving the given problem you must know the makeup of each
overall cell. This means that we must know the distribution of acceptor and donor phases. In
order to do this we must first know what the percentage of each is, as shown in Figure 6 [7].
For one of my cells, the chosen breakdown for my first model was 1:1, meaning that 50%
are donor and 50% are acceptor phases. I then used the Monte Carlo method to get a random
distribution. In order to do this I used the random number function in excel. I used this
function 27,000 times so that I would have one entry per small cell. Each of these numbers
was a real number between 0 and 1. From there, I used the if function to change all of the
numbers greater than or equal to 0.5 to 1 and all numbers less than 0.5 to equal 2. By doing
this I was able to label ever one of the 27,000 tiny cells within my overall cell either an
electron acceptor phase or an electron donor phase.
I repeated this process for my second model. For this model I used a 1:2 ratio. This in
turn means that my model would have 33.333% of one phase and 66.666% of the other
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phase. Overall the same process was used for both models but with two different
distributions sets.
Then I used my distribution and inserted it into the input batch file to run the program.
This batch file included the size of the film with periodic boundary conditions, the size of the
phases and the number of sub cells to be used, and the electric resistance constants as well as
other constants. This file also discussed the starting temperatures of both sides of the solar
cell and the thermal conductivity. With all of the correct figurations and wording, this file
works to run in the desired program.
Next I ran the ANSYS program. With this program I was able to look at my results and
compare my two different volume ratios of donor-acceptor phase distributions. I was also
able to look at specific properties of the cell after the voltage had been applied. Along with a
3D model of what my distribution looks like, I looked at the electric distribution that occurs,
the current flow of the electric field and lastly the temperature change over the time that the
voltage is applied and after.
For my first model I used a 1:1 volume ratio of donor-acceptor phase. This means that
my model has 50% donor and 50% acceptor phases. Shown in Figure 7 is the distribution of
model 1 which was generated using the Monte Carlo Method. By use of Finite Element
analysis I was able to generate a 3-D model of the electric field contour, see Figure 8. I was
also able to generate a vector simulated 3-D model of the distribution of the electric field
current flow, shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the change in temperature for model 1
assuming it started at 17.5°C and change that occurred when the voltage was applied.
Similar to the first model, Figure 11 shows the distribution of the second model that has
a 1:2 volume ratio of donor-acceptor phases. There are noticeably less purple squares in this
distribution which represents 33.33% volume of the donor phase and the blue represents
66.67% volume of the acceptor phase. Figure 12 shows slightly more rigid contours for
model 2 distribution of the electric field. The distribution of the electric field current flow for
model 2 is shown in Figure 13. The temperature change for model 2 is shown in Figure 14,
there is a similar curve to the graph for model 1 but the final temperature is around 20
degrees less.
Below are the images that I collected from the ANSYS program.
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Figure 7. Distribution of donor (purple) and acceptor (blue) phases in model 1 (volume 
ratio 1:1).
Figure 8. Electric potential distribution of model 1.
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Figure 9. Electric field current flow of model 1.
Figure 10. Change in temperature of model 1.
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Figure 11. Distribution of donor (purple) and Acceptor (blue) phases in model 2 (volume
ratio 1:2).
Figure 12. Electric potential distribution of model 2.
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Figure 13. Electric field current flow of model 2.
Figure 14. Change in temperature of model 2.
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CONCLUSION
The research has shown us the capabilities that we have with this software to test and
improve photovoltaics. The tests that I performed allowed us to compare first of all how the
electric field is distributed. A benefit of this test is that we can see what distribution best
allows for a current to flow throughout the cell. With this we would be able to better
determine how the cell will create electricity from the sun light’s photons. We are better able
to determine the current flow by looking at the diagrams such as the ones I have included
above. When you look at this image on a large enough scale you are able to see the arrows
showing the way that the voltage flows through the cell.
Another important benefit to this ANSYS program is that it allows us to observe the
distribution without having to plot it by hand. This is very beneficial because of its very
minute scale and the amount that you subdivide it. Without this software you would spend an
overwhelming amount of time on just the distribution. 
The last aspect of the cell that I looked at was the change in the temperate due to the
applied voltage and environment’s temperature. By assumption we can look at the graphs
and notice that both models started with a similar temperature, our specified 17.5 degrees,
but jumped after the voltage was applied. From there, the temperature steadily rose until it
maxed out and stayed at a constant temperature. The benefit this assumption gives us is that
we will be able to compare what distribution creates the least heat. It would be logical to
assume that with a lower temperature less electricity would be lost, therefore creating a more
efficient cell.
Overall, my trials showed us the possibilities that the ANSYS program has regarding
the interior electric field of a photovoltaic cell. With more data and specific information,
there is continued hope for improvement for the photovoltaic cells. By running test similar to
mine on more distributions, more trends will be discovered, and in turn more improvements
can be found and applied.
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